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COLONIAL DEVELOPMENT

W HATEVER form Anglo-American co-opera
tion may ultimately take after the War, 

there are certain fields in which some continuity 
appears to be inevitable. Notably this is true of a 
whole range of questions such as the future of 
agriculture in the United States and in the British 
Empire, questions of nutrition and raw materials 
and colonial development. Moreover, measures 
already undertaken, such as the establishment of a 
joint Canadian-American Defence Board in 1940, 
the first of a series of moves towards closer 
collaboration between the United States and its 
northern neighbour, like the long-term leasing to 
the United States of British bases in the Caribbean 
Sea and on the Atlantic seaboard, can scarcely be 
dropped, much less reversed, on the termination 
of hostilities with Germany. They must affect 
British colonial and imperial policy as profoundly 
as they are modifying the isolationist attitude of the 
United States which has characterized the last 
twenty-five years.

This is indeed foreshadowed in the fourth and 
fifth points of the Atlantic Charter, as Mr. Churchill 
has aptly termed it. These points deal with the 
questions of access to raw materials, and col
laboration in the economic field ; and they make 
it quite clear that Great Britain and the United 
States will not be parties to a world regime in 
which countries could be held to ransom through 
lack of natural products. The experience of the

past twenty years has made it quite clear that 
policies of national self-sufficiency cannot meet the 
needs of humanity. Man is fundamentally a social 
animal; and the progress of civilization—indeed 
its very existence—has come to depend on active 

% collaboration not only between men as individuals 
but also between the nations. Such collaboration 
in the economic field is laid down in the Atlantic 
Charter as a principal factor in the new world 
order which must follow the defeat of Nazism. A 
nation can no longer be allowed to disregard the 
effect upon its neighbours of its policy in the 
economic and other fields.

The way in which Canada compromises the isola
tion policy of the United States has been indicated 
by Mr. John MacCormac in his recent book 
“ Canada : America’s Problem” *, in which he also 
emphasizes the significance of Canada in imperial 
affairs, and the shifting centre of gravity of the 
British Commonwealth. The whole tendency of 
present events is to accentuate the importance of 
Canada in the Empire, and whether or not the 
solution to the problems of Anglo-American 
relations lies in some form of English-speaking 
union as Mr. MacCormac suggests, his assertion 
that if Anglo-American relations are ever to be 
given an enduring basis, Canada must be their 
keystone, is not easily challenged. The foresight 
shown by Bismarck when he asserted that the

* Pp. 256 (London: Jonathan Cape, Ltd., 1941.) 10«. 6d. net.
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inherited and permanent fact that North America 
speaks English is the greatest political fact of 
modern times is emphasized by all the rapid 
developments in Anglo-American relations of the 
past twelve months.

These new oceanic pre-occupations of the 
United States are creating new ties and a fuller 
community of outlook between them and the 
loosely knit oceanic structure of the British 
Commonwealth of Nations. The recent American 
occupation of Iceland is only one of a number of 
developments tending to bring the two demo
cracies closer together in this way. Among these 
are the developments to which Lord Moyne 
refeiTed in his statement in the House of Lords on 
July 9, regarding progress which has been made 
under the Colonial Development and Welfare Act. 
Already twenty-four schemes under that Act have 
been approved, the largest of which involves an 
expenditure of £200,000 for re-afforestation in 
Cyprus. Thirty-four more are under consideration, 
and at least seventy others are soon to be sub
mitted. Full use is being made of expert help. 
The great majority of the new proposals are the 
result of the work of the Comptroller of Develop
ment and Welfare in the West Indies, Sir Frank 
Stockdale, formerly agricultural adviser to the Sec
retary of State for the Colonies, and a member of the 
Committee on Nutrition in the Colonial Empire.

Further evidence that careful plans are being 
laid for the development of the new constructive 
policy in colonial administration is seen in Lord 
Moyne’s announcement of the establishment 
within the Colonial Office of a small official com
mittee, with Lord Hailey as chairman, to prepare 
the ground for the decisions which would be needed 
to plan Colonial economics under the new con
ditions after the War, and to collect the facts that 
would help that Committee to deal with many 
other post-war problems that will arise. Since the 
great African Survey associated with his name, 
Lord Hailey has already carried out two other 
inquiries in connexion with African colonies of 
Great Britain and their relations with those of 
Belgium and Free France. His appointment to 
this new committee is clearly in .line with ideas 
expressed last year at the Eighth American Science 
Congress on the fundamental conception of a 
world resources board and planning bureaux to 
promote the conservation and utilization of natural 
resources for the welfare of all nations in the 
interests of permanent peace.

The developments outlined by Lord Moyne and 
referred to again by him in the House of Lords on 
August 16, and the Colonial Development and 
Welfare Act are aimed at securing the economic 
and social development of the colonial territories. 
The new policy, with its recognition of the Colonies

as societies, the welfare and development of which 
should be the guiding principles of their economic 
organization, and its determination to raise so far 
as possible the standard of living of all those classes 
whose standards are at present below an adequate 
minimum, however, also facilitates co-operation 
with other countries to that end. In many fields 
such as nutrition and health, including the attack 
on pests and diseases, like the rinderpest, the tsetse 
fly and the locust, to which Lord Hailey referred, 
and also in the development of an economy of 
mixed farming and native industry or of a con
structive system of social services, we have much 
to gain by pooling experience and knowledge with 
our Allies and partners.

The foundations for such scientific co-operation 
already exist, and Lord Moyne’s statement should 
give further-inspiration to workers in such fields. 
There are, however, even more powerful factors 
implementing such co-operation. The prosperity 
and future of the Colonies must be profoundly 
affected by the changes brought about by the 
War. Quota schemes for imports from various 
countries, and commodity schemes which ensure 
various producing countries a fair share of 
the world market, are rapidly superseding older 
systems of tariffs as a means of controlling the 
direction of trade. Government control would 
involve much more than the readjustment of 
surpluses, and the organization of export market
ing already achieved with the Colonies of our 
Allies must be continued in some shape. This 
involves a co-ordinating authority on a world-wide, 
a regional, or a continental basis, and the new 
policy accordingly seems likely in practice to in
volve increased international co-operation, while 
its spirit assists such relations.

American opinion is clearly coming to face the 
possibilities of framing programmes relating to 
colonial areas, raw materials, shipping, migration 
and other questions so as to remove obstacles to 
the full use of the world’s resources, as the F ortu n e  
round-table discussion showed. The handling of 
colonial problems in the spirit of wise and far
sighted generosity which informed Lord Moyne’s 
statement cannot fail to invoke Anglo-American 
co-operation in this and in other fields. The crop 
purchase schemes and the much larger schemes 
under the agreements recently made with Australia 
and New Zealand for dealing with the surplus 
produce of the two Dominions during the War, and 
which are to be extended to South Africa and the 
Colonies, are not merely designed to prevent the 
worst forms of distress and keep the colonial 
producers going. The agreements are indeed an 
economic necessity to the Dominions if they are to 
make their contribution to the War and to main
tain a healthy economic life, but at the same time
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they are part of a great scheme of international 
reconstruction.

The building up of reserve stocks of food con
templated in the agreement is concerned not only 
with the possibility of a long war but also with the 
difficult food situation that must arise when the 
War ends. The agreement ensures that large 
reserves will be available when the War ends, and 
these reserves will be used, in part, according to the 
promise of the British Government, to relieve 
the needs of the occupied countries of Europe. 
Canada stands by these arrangements because 
her staple food product is wheat, which will be 
handled at an early meeting of the International 
Wheat Committee in Canada. The policy, how
ever, will be extended to Canada and by that time, 
as a result of the work of the Willingdon Com
mission, some of the South American States may 
also come in. Moreover, the present agreement 
already involves co-operation with the United 
States, for example, in the supply of tin-plate for 
meat canning, of milk-drying plant to New 
Zealand, while it is expected that the United 
States will take some of Australia and New 
Zealand’s surplus meat as shipping is available, 
sending Great Britain an equivalent amount over 
the shorter Atlantic route. Negotiations are also 
proceeding with the United States for the release 
of refrigerator ships to be used in carrying the 
surplus food stocks, and other work in this field 
is being carried out by the Leith-Ross Committee 
in regard to co-ordination of storage arrangements.

We have here the beginnings of an important 
policy for international co-operation in handling 
food stocks and primary products. It needs little 
imagination to see how with wise handling it could 
develop into a far-reaching attempt to raise stan
dards of living in backward areas all over the 
world, and to translate minimum standards into 
ideal standards on a firm basis of scientific and 
social research. Vision and foresight will of course 
be required to see that developments out of these 
agreements continue to facilitate common action 
with the United States and the Latin American 
republics, and do not involve Great Britain in any 
exclusive imperial block. The moral obligations of 
economic leadership must be acknowledged by 
Britain and the United States, if only to enable them 
to solve their own problems of surplus food produc
tion and economic freedom. The major responsibility 
may indeed well rest with the United States, 
but the constructive international statesmanship 
required is not the affair of any one nation alone.

The prospects thus opening up before us are 
far from being limited to the simultaneous resume 
of the primary producers and the starved popu
lations of the world. The relief of hunger is coupled 
with the struggle against disease, the elimination

of malnutrition and the application of the know
ledge of nutrition to the building of a sounder 
social and economic order, the reorganization of 
transport and the return to civil life. Here, as 
Mr. Winant has recently reminded us, the Inter
national Labour Organisation is still making 
important contributions, and a firm basis already 
exists for that international co-operation which is 
imperative if we are to deal effectively with these 
problems. Out of that practical co-operation may 
well develop by degrees the framework of organiza
tion essential in a stable world order.

The primary importance of Anglo-American 
co-operation and leadership should not lead us to 
overlook the fact that co-operation of all the free 
peoples is required to build a new order in which 
the four freedoms for which we contend are 
firmly enshrined. It is doubtful whether we have 
even yet begun to utilize to the full the opportun
ities for mutual understanding and for co-opera
tion in the essential research for the organization of 
a new order which are inherent in the presence in 
Great Britain of Governments representing so many 
of the submerged States of Europe. One suggestion 
which has been advanced is the establishment in 
London of a social research centre on the model 
of the Institut Solvay in Brussels, where officials 
of these Governments would meet to discuss their 
social problems. Equipped with a library and a 
staff able to give expert advice in the choice of 
books and on sources, such a centre might do much 
to promote the sympathetic understanding of our 
respective social systems, and to stimulate investi
gations and co-operation which would bear fruit in 
the work of the International Labour Organisation.

The suggestion is one that merits serious 
exploration, for it could undoubtedly clear away 
many misunderstandings and differences. Less 
spectacular than the Inter-Allied meeting at St. 
James’s Palace on June 12, it could make an 
important contribution to unity and to the task 
of world reconstruction, if not indeed to the 
implementing of the war effort. The opportunities 
and possibilities which are already to our hands 
through the changes brought about by the War are 
already so great that only the grossest bungling 
can fail to use them as stepping-stones to an order 
worthy of the sacrifices now being made in defence 
of freedom Nowhere is this truer than in 
imperial and colonial affairs, where we can attest 
the sincerity of our ideals and of our conception of 
trusteeship. There we can explore the possibilities 
of co-operation with the United States and the 
other free nations to establish economic freedom 
in a new way and to eliminate some of the under
lying causes of war ; there, too, perhaps we may 
gain the experience out of which a new and 
adequate form of world order may emerge.
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN EXPEDITIONS TO WEST
GREENLAND

Reports of the Greenland Expeditions of the 
University of Michigan
Part II : Meteorology, Physiography, and Botany. 
William Herbert Hobbs, Editor. (University of 
Michigan Studies, Scientific Series, Vol. 6 .) Pp. 
v ii+ 288+ 47 plates. (Ann Arbor, Mich. : Univer
sity of Michigan Press ; London : Oxford Univer
sity Press, 1941.) 5 dollars.

THE more general reports upon the series of five 
expeditions to West Greenland undertaken 

by the University of Michigan between the summers 
of 1926 and 1933 are published in this volume. 
(Part. I, which appeared in 1931, was limited to 
“ Aerology, Expeditions of 1926 and 1927-29” ; 
the originally planned third and fourth parts will 
not be published.) The present part is pre
dominantly meteorological, but the five papers 
which comprise it cover such a wide range of 
subjects that they seem best considered separately; 
nor are they of similar value, or necessarily con
cerned with the same geographical region.

(1) M eteoro log ica l S tud ies, by J. E. Church. 
The first part of this paper deals with “ Climate and 
Evaporation in Alpine and Arctic Zones” , the 
alpine zone being the Lake Tahoe Basin lying 
around lat. 39° N. and long. 120° W. in the central 
Sierra Nevada and the arctic one being the 
Holstensborg region near the arctic circle on the 
west coast of Greenland. Useful tables indicate 
the rates of evaporation of water, snow and ice 
under different conditions ; under comparable 
conditions in both regions these tend to be in the 
ratios 3, 2 and 1, though around melting-point the 
results are very variable and the last two figures 
may actually be reversed. Wind and temperature 
are the dominant factors in determining the rate 
of evaporation, which during the incidence of 
fo eh n s  may be extraordinarily rapid.

Progressing inland in the Holstensborg region 
the climate tends on the whole to become more 
continental in type, although (as in other northern 
regions) unusually favourable conditions are to be 
expected locally around the heads of the longer 
fjords, while on the inland ice the relative humidity 
is consistently greater and the temperature range 
sometimes lower than near the coast. Plant 
ecologists will note with interest that at one point 
well away from the coast, evaporation during the 
warmest two months of summer scarcely exceeded 
the rather low precipitation (including conden
sation), so that “ the winter accumulation of 
moisture still remained in the humus and under
lying blue clay as a source of growth” . The pro
tection of the soil by a “ thick mat of tundra”

reduced evaporation (“ including that amount 
transpired by the tundra” ) to 63 1 per cent of what 
it was from open water, which “ shows vividly the 
xerophilous . . . character of the Arctic tundra” .

The second part of the paper deals with 
“ Temperatures of Arctic Soil and Water” , the 
studies indicating that inland in West Greenland 
“the soil rather than the icecap is the cause of the 
low water temperatures which prevail, aided some
what by supercooling at night” , for “ frost . . . 
exists even at the end of the season at the depth 
of 16 to 23 inches beneath the surface” . Seawater 
temperatures are variable locally, depending on 
currents (themselves affected by winds), proximity 
to the shore and to icebergs, etc., as well as on the 
season ; on the whole they are little lower in north- 
central than in south-central West Greenland.

(2) R ep or t o f  the N orth ern  D iv is io n  o f  the F ou rth  
. . . E x p ed it io n , 1930-31, by William S. Carlson. 
This paper is again in two parts, the first of which 
describes detailed aerological and meteorological 
studies made near the inland ice east of Upernivik 
(lat. 72° 47' N.). Numerous pilot balloon flights 
showed that the mean monthly velocity of free-air 
wind increased steadily with altitude from 250 to
2.000 metres, this increase on the average totalling 
more than 100 per cent. At higher altitudes 
there were further, but less regular, increases until
8.000 m. was reached, and then a marked tendency 
to decrease around 10,000 m. Calms were very 
few above 250 m. and none was observed above 
2,500 m. Wind direction also changes chiefly in 
the first 2,000 m. Detailed studies of four storms 
when correlated with published observations made 
synchronously in other parts of Greenland, at sea 
and abroad, bring to light remarkable local varia
tions but further confirm the general belief that the 
1,600-mile-long ice-cap of Greenland “ exercises a 
dominant control in the weather of at least a part 
of the Northern Hemisphere” , for “ it impedes the 
natural progress of some storms, redevelops energy 
in others and is responsible for their inception” .

The second part of the paper is on the geology 
and glaciology of Upernivik Fjord and the region 
northwards to Inugsulik Bay. It is based largely 
on observations made during travelling under 
winter conditions and is accordingly rather sketchy. 
It appears, however, that the fronts of some of the 
glaciers in this region have receded as much as
2.000 or even 5,000 ft. since the visit of Ryder in 
1886-87, and that in this interval fresh nunataks 
have emerged. The large glaciers which come from 
the ice-cap, dissecting the ice-free coastal strip and 
calving actively into the sea, show the greatest rate
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of flow around their centres, the velocity decreasing 
towards the sides. On the Upernivik glacier the 
much greater maximum velocity (67 44 ft. in 
twenty-four hours) observed in April 1931 than in 
April 1887 suggests that Ryder’s claim in excess 
of 100 ft. in twenty-four hours might be exceeded 
during summer on this glacier nowadays, as the 
summer rate is liable to be considerably greater 
than the spring one.

(3) M eteoro log ica l R ep or t o f  the U n ivers ity  o f  
M i c h i g a n - P a n  A m erica n  A irw a y s  G reenland E x 
p ed ition , A u g u st 1, 1932-JwZy 31, 1933, by R. L. 
Belknap. This was the fifth and last expedition 
of the series and also functioned as one of many 
units making investigations during the “ Second 
International Polar Year” . It was based on 
Nugssuak Peninsula, in the northern part of the 
region described in the last paper. The lowness of 
the average daily air temperature (less than 10° C. 
in all months) was attributed to the modifying 
effect of the inland ice near which the station was 
situated, although very rapid changes in temper
ature and pressure occurred especially in relation 
to storms when the wind sometimes exceeded 
100 m.p.h. The results of previous expeditions 
were confirmed by the observations that “ the 
southeast winds were the most frequent and were 
of the highest velocity” , and that although storm 
effects were often remarkably local the major 
disturbances were in Greenland first observed in 
the extreme south, whence they apparently 
“ traveled up the coast on both sides” without 
crossing the ice-cap.

(4) P h y sio g ra p h ic  S tu d ies in  the H olstensborg  
D istr ic t o f  S outhern  G reenland, by R. L. Belknap. 
In this region, which is unusually dry, the ice-free 
marginal land is wider than elsewhere in West 
Greenland, being up to 110 miles in width although 
still dissected by fjords and valleys. The outer 
coast is rugged and mountainous but the country 
inland, which is uninhabited and less known, is 
of rounded hills and numerous lakes of all sizes. 
The topography appears to support the theory of 
fjord origin by glacial erosion guided by joint 
systems rather than by the enlargement of frac
tures chiefly by stream action. Shells of recent 
marine animals found on terraces more than 
100 ft. above sea-level indicate a corresponding 
rise from the sea in relatively recent times. Pre
viously this district, like other parts of Greenland, 
had been one of great submergence ; now there are 
some suggestions of slight submergence again. It 
is reported as “ evident that the entire area as far 
as the present coast line has been covered by the 
icecap” . Wind is an important agent of erosion 
and deposition ; it may considerably affect the 
shape of a boulder (rock not specified) in a single 
year. The importance of solifluxion is also noted

but the “ explanation of the formation of soil and 
rock polygons”  was surely not “ worked out” 
satisfactorily by the few authors cited.

(5) T h e V ascular P la n ts  o f  a n  In la n d  R eg ion  
w ith in  the H olstensborg  D istr ic t o f  W est G reenland, 
by Carl O. Erlanson. This last and shortest paper 
is most disappointing. The area concerned is a 
limited one at the head of Sóndre Stromjord, 
occupied chiefly by low, rounded hills of gneiss 
interspersed with small lakes. But the ecological 
notes on “ Vegetational Aspects”  are scrappy and 
studded with doubtful statements and unwise 
generalizations, while the “ Systematic List” which 
comprises most of the paper contains many 
inaccuracies. We are even told on p. 265 of C assiop e  
tetragona  that it “ may become a dominant plant 
over large areas, sometimes to the entire exclusion 
of other species except mosses and liverworts”  and 
on p. 273 that it is “ Rare. A bog plant” (which it 
is not characteristically in any of a dozen arctic 
and subarctic regions known to the reviewer). 
There are other instances in which the citation of 
the habitat of a single gathering of a species in the 
systematic list is misleading, while a glance at any 
part of the paper will show that the nomenclature 
is badly out of date. A footnote informs us 
that this contribution was “ prepared and sub
mitted for publication in the spring of 1929” . 
Since then arctic botany has advanced so enor
mously that a large proportion of the names used 
in this paper are wrong or doubtful and most of 
the records claimed as particularly significant are 
no longer so, if indeed they ever were. The result 
is a plethora of inaccuracies the majority of which 
would have been questioned by a competent plant 
taxonomist or phytogeographer.

One lays down the volume with rather mixed 
feelings. Obviously much useful fact is recorded 
in it, often for the first time ; obviously, again, the 
editing leaves much to be desired. The numerous 
photographs are usually good but their subject is 
not always significant. There are more than 
the apparently inescapable minimum of omissions 
and inaccuracies, as well as inconsistencies and 
unwarranted generalizations, while whole “ lines” 
of literature were persistently neglected by the 
authors, including much that has been written 
about the Canadian side of Davis Strait and 
Baffin Bay. Had the investigators realized that 
central West Greenland is only a small part of 
the great arctic checkboard, many of their con
clusions would have been less sweeping. The 
impression, then, is one of youthful enthusiasm 
rather than mature scholarship ; nor do the total 
results compare favourably with those obtained by 
some other recent northern expeditions which had 
much more limited resources in time, personnel 
and particularly money. N ich o las  P o l u n in .
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A NEW DEAL IN EDUCATION
Education for the People
By Dr. F. H. Spencer. Pp. vii+306. (London : 
George Routledge and Sons, Ltd., 1941.) 7s. (id. 
net.

r I 'OTAL war is accustoming us to the necessity 
A for radical changes in the pattern of our 

society. After the War we shall not be able to 
go back to our old way of living. We may try 
to reinstate the old order, leaving it to the inevit
able next cataclysm to teach us what the present 
one fails to do, or we can go forward with imagina
tion and resolution to create a new order. The 
first few years after the War will be crucial. Will 
the resolution we are showing now be spent, or 
baffled, as it was after the War of 1914-18, or 
will it carry us on to the creation of a new pattern 
of living in which war will not be inevitable ? 
The decision depends a good deal on people think
ing'now what we shall have to do. Some people 
are thinking now, and though we are not yet 
within sight of winning the War, it is not premature 
to be doing so. In the field of education, the 
officers of the Board of Education have their plan 
of reconstruction, but for not very convincing 
reasons it remains a secret plan. Dr. Spencer does 
a public service by making public now his plan 
for a ‘new deal’ in education.

It is symptomatic of the attitude of our people 
to education that the developments Dr. Spencer 
demands are so far-reaching that, if the experience 
of the years after the last War is a guide, we shall 
have to struggle very hard to secure them, and 
yet at the same time they are not nearly radical 
enough to meet the situation. Dr. Spencer’s 
proposals are not revolutionary. He advocates 
courses of action which the better local education 
authorities, the teachers and others have been 
urging for years. We must, of course, see that 
nursery schools are available for all children of 
nursery age and not merely for a few thousands of 
them, and that enough teachers are trained to 
staff the schools. The size of classes must, of 
course, be reduced from forty or fifty and more to 
thirty or less. The Hadow reorganization, still 
left half done after fifteen years, must be rapidly 
completed. School buildings, eighty per cent of 
which Dr. Spencer asserts to be out of date, must 
everywhere be brought up to the more generous 
and efficient standards of our best examples. The 
school-leaving age must be raised—Dr. Spencer 
says to fifteen—and adolescents must make the 
transition to full-time employment through a 
period of half-time attendance at day continuation

schools up to the age of eighteen. Every boy and 
girl whose potentialities can best be realized by 
education of the secondary school kind must be 
enabled to go to a secondary school without fee. 
Children must have the safeguard of a medical 
examination, not at intervals of several years but 
annually; the insurance companies know the 
advantages of this, the Board of Education, too, 
must see them.

These proposals are literally modest ones in 
relation to the reasonable needs of our children 
and our country. The case for them, argued so 
convincingly by Dr. Spencer, may be regarded 
as established, and their fulfilment is now urgent. 
In war-time we are carrying out far bigger schemes 
with far more urgency, and at a far greater cost 
than anything Dr. Spencer requires. To meet our 
immediate educational needs, Dr. Spencer requires 
mainly capital expenditure of £100,000,000 on 
new buildings in the next five .or ten years, and a 
doubling of our present small annual expenditure 
on the maintenance of education to £100,000 ,000 . 
He requires further that the President of the Board 
of Education should be “a first-rate statesman of 
real eminence and power” . (The publication of 
Dr. Spencer’s book, by the way, has not been 
speedy enough to keep pace with the changes in 
the presidency, and the “administrative grand
father” of his president is already a great-grand
father.) Other requirements are a real Board of 
Education with ‘guts’ and an active and informed 
local. electorate.

It is a paradox that to many a man in the street 
this new order will seem visionary and impracticable, 
while to many who believe they discern the causes 
of our present discontents it will not seem a new 
order at all. The ignorant and the faint-hearted 
will consider education lucky if it gets so much ; 
those who know that our society cannot merely 
be patched up will want to shape the things to come 
more boldly and more creatively than Dr. Spencer. 
They will, for example, think him somewhat timid 
in not raising the school-leaving age to sixteen 
for the boy of average ability, as it already is for 
his more intelligent fellows in the secondary school 
and his less intelligent ones in the special school. 
They will be unimpressed by the demand for 
juvenile labour, and will not consider the time 
necessary for the more intelligent to reach the 
modest standard of the School Certificate too long 
to prepare the less intelligent for the difficult and 
responsible business of living in a world of great 
social and economic as well as scientific complexity.

Dr. Spencer insists, and all students of education
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and of society will agree that he rightly insists, that 
an educational system always shares the character
istics of the social system of which it forms part. He 
insists, and all democrats will agree that he rightly 
insists, on equality of opportunity in education. 
He does not make it clear that he sees there can 
be no equality of opportunity in education unless 
there is at least a much closer approximation than 
at present to equality of opportunity for the 
enjoyment of the goods of life which our society 
renders possible. The opportunity in which Dr. 
Spencer demands equality is the opportunity to 
be trained to take part in a highly competitive 
struggle which results in very unequal oppor
tunities for security and the enjoyment of what 
life can offer. As long as the arena is open, the 
junior and even the infant schools will train

their children for the scholarship examination, the 
secondary school will train its pupils for the 
privileged position which the School Certificate 
confers. The senior school may achieve parity of 
status- with the secondary school, in the size of 
classes and the qualifications of teachers ; but 
parents are not much interested in the size of 
classes or the qualifications of teachers ; they send 
their children to the secondary school, if they can, 
because they know that that way lies a more 
secure, a better-paid and more socially esteemed 
kind of job. The implications of Dr. Spencer’s 
two propositions, indeed, go deep. I f  we follow 
them without flinching we shall find that in our 
new deal we shall have to reshuffle the hands more 
thoroughly than Dr. Spencer suggests.

R. A. C. Oliv e r .

TENDENCIES IN
Annual Review of Biochemistry
James Murray Luck, Editor ; James H. C. Smith, 
Associate Editor. Vol. 10. Pp. xi +  692. (Stanford 
University P.O., Calif. : Annual Reviews, Inc.,
1941.) 5 dollars.

TT has become increasingly difficult to escape 
from the War. Our daily life, our friends, the 

newspapers are full of i t ; it pops up in any book 
we get from the library, and our last random 
selection from our own shelves was the Trojan war 
on which, according to gossip, much of our strategy 
is still based.

The “Annual Review of Biochemistry” brought 
us a breath of fresh air from California. We were 
able to picture the Stanford University in its 
jewelled setting as we saw it, not bombed and in 
ruins in defence of freedom of thought and action. 
Even so, the editors complain of delays and irregu
larities and contributors are less international.

This is the tenth year of this valuable volume, 
and we have grown to wonder how we ever got on 
without i t ; perhaps because the output of papers 
was much smaller. Apparently nothing can now 
stop the publication of individual experiments as 
scientific papers, and the old-fashioned complete 
paper is a thing of the past. No one can keep up 
with the literature as a w'hole ; someone has to 
write summary articles in each particular field ; 
someone else has to write a section in an annual 
report. In these some degree of criticism and 
selection is exerted, whereas in the large dictionary - 
like compilations the editor puts in all he can find 
and leaves the reader to take his choice and select 
the grist from the chaff.

BIOCHEMISTRY
Before long it may be impossible to publish an 

abstract of every paper both on the ground of cost 
and unwieldiness. But nothing will stop the 
writer of scientific papers.

There is progress on every front in biochemistry. 
It is akin to the discovery of a new continent fertile 
with running streams : the covered wagons of 
investigation are well equipped. Progress is 
largely in detail, the great truths will emerge later 
when the ground is cleared. For example, a great 
deal has become known about biological oxida
tions and reductions, a subject which would be 
easier to understand if its followers wrote in 
English instead of shorthand. This, alas ! must be 
a universal criticism.

More enzymes have been purified, but there has 
been little real progress. A lot more is known about 
the polysaccharides and, as was to be expected, 
now that a definite search is being made for these 
a very considerable number has been discovered. 
In a year or so it will be possible to say whether 
Nature, besides its main products of cellulose and 
starch, joins up the odds and ends as she listeth, 
or whether any definite relationship, as the poly
merized molecule grows larger and larger, is to be 
observed. Much interest is attached to alginic acid, 
the polyuronide from common seaweed, which is 
likely to be of very considerable industrial import
ance, and may be eventually made on a large 
scale. The presence of the acid groups in the 
molecule gives the chance to make a range of salts 
of varied properties.

It is being realized that we do not know nearly 
enough on the chemical side of the amino acids 
and of the constituents of proteins. Such work is
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laborious, and has been out of fashion, but it is 
being taken up again. Real progress is being made 
with the study of phosphorylase, the enzyme re
sponsible for the reversible conversion of glycogen 
or starch into glucose. The reviews make little 
mention of the synthesis of starch from glucose 
phosphate in this way achieved by Hanes at 
Cambridge : it is the most outstanding piece of 
work of the last year or so.

Hormones and vitamins still cause the publica
tion of thousands of papers : it is to be doubted 
whether Lord Woolton reads any of them. Here 
and there is progress, also much doubtful work ; 
it will require another ten years work to see the 
plain where the trees once stood in this subject; 
the reports give them 150 pages.

Nutrition is the subject of greatest importance 
to-day and to-morrow, and there is just a chance 
that something of real value to the peoples of the 
world may come out of the work. There are good 
reviews on nutrition of man, animals and plants,

including the burning questions of soil deficiencies 
and minerals. These are highly controversial ques
tions, and the practical farmer does not always 
accept the conclusion of the scientific worker. If 
only the excreta of the petrol engine were of value 
to the land all would be well—otherwise, according 
to some, we must be prepared to return sewage to 
the land or find out how to make humus on the 
largest scale. There is need for many years of 
experiment and for critical examination of the 
results, but the subject is so important that both 
zealous workers and the necessary ample funds 
are likely to be available in many countries.

We have a final plea to the editors, namely, that 
the writers of each section of the report should 
preface it by a paragraph or two indicating the 
chief achievements and tendencies in the subject. 
Apart from easing the task of the reviewer, such 
would appeal to almost every reader of the sections 
in which he is not an active worker.

E. F. A rmstrong.

DEFICIENCY SYMPTOMS IN PLANTS
Hunger Signs in Crops
A Symposium prepared by George M. Bahrt, 
Bailey E. Brown, Arthur F. Camp, H. D. Chapman, 
H. P. Cooper, O. W. Davidson, Ernest E. De Turk, 
George N. Hoffer, Henry A. Jones, James E. 
McMurtrey, Jr., Edwin R. Parker, Robert M. 
Salter, George D. Scarseth, Joshua J. Skinner. 
Edited by Gove Hambidge. Pp. xii+327 +  79 
plates. (Washington, D.C. : National Fertilizer 
Association, Inc., 1941.) 2.50 dollars.

UNHEALTHY growth of crop plants, apart 
from trouble induced by diseases or pests, is 

usually associated with physiological causes, which 
in some cases imply excess or deficiency of various 
substances utilized in the metabolism of the plant. 
The relative quantity of these substances is im
material, as the plant supers as much from a 
deficiency of an element such as boron, of which 
only a minute trace is required, as from a deficiency 
of a major element, such as nitrogen, required in 
large quantities. In practice it is deficiency rather 
than excess that is most likely to occur, and 
various signs and symptoms present themselves.

Only by careful and accurate observation and 
experiment is it possible to ascertain the meaning 
of these symptoms, and considerable experience 
with any one crop is needed before the observations 
can be systematized and set out for the guidance 
of the ordinary grower. Work on deficiency 
symptoms or “ hunger signs” has been carried out 
by a large body of scattered observers on a con
siderable variety of crops. In the volume under

review investigators with special knowledge of cer
tain crops or groups of crops have epitomized the 
present state of our knowledge of the known de
ficiencies for those particular plants. Major and 
minor nutrients are all considered, and the symp
toms, cause and ameliorating treatment are dis
cussed.

The range of crops covers tobacco, cereals, 
potato, cotton, vegetables, deciduous fruits, leg
umes and citrus, thus giving a comprehensive 
survey of the position with regard-to the chief 
world crops. Many illustrations are given in black 
and white and in colour. As is usual with colour 
photographs these need careful interpretation, for 
it is easy for a non-expert to be misled into attri
buting hunger signs to the wrong element, especially 
if a bias exists in favour of any particular nutrient. 
If this is borne in mind the illustrations provide an 
extremely useful guide and fill a want that has long 
been felt by workers in this field. A key to the plant 
nutrient deficiencies is given for most of the crops, 
which provides an excellent supplement to the illus
trations. The citation of references is wisely re
stricted to a small number specifically associated 
with each crop.

Altogether, the committee on fertilizers of the 
American Society of Agronomy is to be congratu
lated on the production of a volume which will prove 
specially useful as a laboratory guide for all workers 
on plant deficiencies, as well as an illuminating 
text-book for growers and for students of plant 
life. W. E. Bkenchley .
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SCIENCE AND WORLD ORDER
By  S ir R ichard G regory, Bart., F.R.S.

AT the Cambridge meeting of the British 
Association three years ago, a new Division 

for the Social and International Relations of 
Science was constituted. Since then the full forces 
and resources of science have been used to devas
tate the civilized world. Responsibility for the 
discovery of these powers of destruction must be 
accepted by men of science, but communities and 
Governments decide how they shall be used in 
purpose and policy. No limit can be seen to such 
powers, and no end to the horrors they present 
to human life, when exercised without regard for 
its sanctity.

Whether scientific knowledge is used for social 
betterment or to make civilization a mockery 
depends upon statesmen and not upon men of 
science, who, however, alone understand its pos
sibilities. It may not be necessary to have intimate 
acquaintance with such knowledge in order to 
anticipate effects of its applications, but it is 
obviously desirable for statesmen and adminis
trators to have full appreciation of its powers. 
Without such understanding and insight, no social 
structure can be made secure against disruption.

The Conference on Science and World Order, to 
be held at the Royal Institution, on September 
26-28, will deal with a few relations of science to 
government, administration and other agencies 
concerned with constructive planning for the 
present and the future (see N a t u r e , September 13, 
p. 311 and p. 338 of this issue). In the main, 
the point of view will be that of world resources 
and human needs generally, and not those defined 
by geographical or political boundaries. Distin
guished ambassadors and other leaders in close 
contact with governmental authority will par
ticipate in the conference, either as chairmen or 
contributors of papers. It is believed that the 
conference will thus promote social and inter
national contacts of far-reaching consequence.

Science is responsible for the discoveries of these 
powers, and engineering for their applications. 
Knowledge of this kind, referred to use or action, 
determines the material shape of civilization. It 
is available to the whole world for work and 
thought; either to increase the amenities of human 
life everywhere or to bring misery and violent 
death to the peoples of the earth. We see to-day 
the devastating effects which scientific discovery 
and invention can have upon civilized life when 
their might is made the sole arbiter of right. The 
acceptance of this claim means the rejection of all

ideals of human fellowship, and reversion to con
ditions of the jungle.

Schemes of social reconstruction naturally differ 
for different places and peoples ; but they should 
all be capable of fitting into a world framework. 
This means planning in an international instead of 
a national spirit, while giving every nation or 
community full opportunities to develop in its 
own way, provided that the common end is the 
betterment of conditions of life.

When civilized peoples agree to unite in such a 
commonwealth in which each group is autonomous, 
without conflict of general purpose, we may hope 
that the world will be saved from the dangers 
which now threaten to destroy it. Man has shown 
himself capable of rising above his animal instincts 
by his activities in many directions, and, wisely 
guided, he can use the gifts of scientific knowledge 
as agencies of good instead of instruments of evil.

In the terrible conflict in which many nations 
of the world are now engaged, there can be no 
doubt as to the side upon which the true spirit of 
science is fighting. Men of science would be false 
to their traditions if they failed to defend their 
pursuit of knowledge from the forces which now 
assail it. They are united with all free citizens of 
the world concerned with progressive human 
development in resisting such attacks and elimin
ating the evil influences which make their achieve
ments diabolic instead of divine.

The commonwealth of science is a true demo
cracy, in which no distinctions of birth, race, or 
geographical boundaries are recognized. It cannot 
tolerate the use of force to exclude members of 
any communities from belonging to its fellowship, 
or to deprive any citizens of their fundamental 
human rights. The democratic principles of science 
are much the same as the scientific principles of 
democracy, and free men of science evervwhere 
can subscribe to them.

A declaration of these principles will be 
made at the close of the conference. It accepts 
for science the world outlook embodied in the 
declaration of the rights of man of the Sankey 
Committee, advocated by Mr. H. G. Wells, and 
its spirit is the same as that of the momentous 
Anglo-American statement of peace aims, though 
it does not pretend to be of the same significance. 
The cause in which all such declarations are made 
is that of all humanity. It is the cause of pro
gressive civilization and can be attained only by 
action in which wisdom is combined with knowledge.
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PARACELSUS (1493-1541)
By Prof. J. R. Partington, M .B .E .

PHILLIPUS THEOPHRASTUS BOMBAS- 
TUS VON HOHENHEIM, who afterwards 

assumed the name Paracelsus to indicate that he 
believed himself as great a physician as Celsus, was 
born towards the end of 1493 at Einsiedeln in 
Switzerland, then part of Germany. His father 
was a practising physician of repute and his 
teaching laid the foundation of the medical career 
of the son. Of the early life of Paracelsus nothing 
is known beyond conjecture until 1526, when he 
appeared at Strasburg as a physician, described 
as doctor and admitted to citizen rights and to a 
Guild of Surgeons. He studied medicine, but it is 
not known how. In his writings he emphasizes 
that he got most of his useful knowledge from 
artisans and from the humbler assistants of the 
medical profession, whom he rates higher than the 
schools. On the other hand, he also once stated 
on oath that he had become a doctor of the 
University of Ferrara, and it is difficult to under
stand his short-lived official appointments unless 
he was properly qualified. Besides his medical 
knowledge, Paracelsus also says he had great ex
perience for a long time with many alchemists and 
metallurgists, and he undoubtedly visited many 
mines and smelteries in his travels some time about 
1514. These travels probably took in most 
European countries, including England, at various 
times, but those further afield are doubtful.

The information Paracelsus acquired from the 
miners and alchemists seems, from what he says of 
it, to have been fairly superficial and such as could 
have been picked up by almost anyone in conver
sation. It would, however, have suggested to him 
the possibility of using metallic preparations as 
remedies. If he did study in Italy this would have 
provided a direct source for some features of his 
teachings, since his so-called philosophy is a 
mixture of German folk-superstition with the 
thaumaturgic elements of Neo-Platonism, then 
popular in Italy by reason of its revival by Ficino. 
The view that Paracelsus himself was the originator 
of the use of chemical remedies is quite mistaken, 
since this had been gaining ground since the time of 
Arnald of Villanova, who died nearly two centuries 
before Paracelsus was born.

While at Strasburg Paracelsus must have 
enjoyed more than a local reputation as a physician, 
since he was sent for by Frobenius, the celebrated 
publisher of Basle, whose illness had resisted the 
attempts of the physicians of that town to effect 
a cure. Whatever else may he obscure in the life

of Paracelsus it seems quite certain that he was 
able to relieve diseases the curbing of which was 
beyond the powers of the regular medical system. 
It also seems probable, and is directly asserted by 
Boerhaave, that Paracelsus’s medical fame lay in 
his skill in surgery and in his daring use of remedies, 
including chemical remedies, which were outside 
the list of those permitted to the physicians of his 
time. He was able to effect at least a temporary 
cure of Frobenius, and by the influence of his 
patient, and of that of CEcolampadius (who was 
professor of theology at Basle) and of Erasmus, who 
was then staying with Frobenius, Paracelsus was 
appointed professor of medicine at Basle. There 
is no evidence that he lectured there on chemistry.

For various reasons the stay at Basle was a 
short one. Paracelsus gave offence by lecturing 
in German instead of Latin, by abusing the old 
medical authorities and ridiculing—even it is said 
publicly burning—their writings, and by litigation 
with influential persons about his fees. After 
two years he was forced to leave Basle in disgrace. 
Thereafter much of his life was spent in precarious 
circumstances and in moving from place to place. 
He seems, however, often to have been treated with 
respect and to have enjoyed the acquaintance and 
hospitality of prominent citizens, but he also 
experienced poverty and met with contumely 
and contempt, which he knew how to return in 
kind. His arrogance and violence are beyond 
doubt, but these should not influence us in forming 
an estimate of his ability or in seeking for evidence 
of his solid achievements. He constantly em
phasizes the futility of mere professional ritual, 
and in contrasting the silk-clad doctor spending 
his time cultivating the benevolent interest of the 
influential, with the alchemist working in his 
laboratory in a leather apron, he pointed the way 
which so many since his time have found it neces
sary to tread if any real progress is to be made. 
His insistence on the experimental method as 
contrasted with reliance on tradition is clear, and 
he is justly regarded as one of the great reformers 
of medicine.

After his official position came to an end, 
Paracelsus seems to have spent much of his time 
writing, and several important works were pub
lished in his lifetime. After his death, what were 
regarded as his genuine works were collected and 
edited by Huser and published in ten volumes during 
1589-1591. This edition is the basis of all later 
ones and was prepared with unusual care and skill.
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The whole works have recently been edited by 
Sudhoff, the foremost authority on Paracelsus, and 
at least fourteen volumes of this edition have 
appeared. Besides his genuine works there are 
several, mostly of an alchemical or mystical 
character, which are regarded as spurious, and it 
is on the basis of these that many unfavourable 
estimates of his character and beliefs have been 
based. In his case, however, apparent contradic
tions in separate works have little weight in deciding 
their authenticity. Apart from editions of his 
works there has been a really tremendous literature 
on Paracelsus, and a Paracelsus Society was 
recently established in Germany. A summary of 
the literature on Paracelsus and an appreciation 
of his contributions to science have recently been 
given by Dr. A. P. Titley in A m b ix  (the journal of 
the Society for the Study of Alchemy and Early 
Chemistry ; 1, No. 3 ; 1938).

The reasons for this great interest in Paracelsus 
are various. The historians of medicine turn to a 
study of the reformer, whose violent methods recall 
and were probably modelled on those of his con
temporary and countryman Luther. The his
torians of chemistry are anxious to find some 
justification for the claims that Paracelsus was of 
importance in their science. Those wider circles 
interested in the occult and superstitious find in his 
chaotic writings, not excluding the spurious ones, 
much of interest in their field. The man himself 
has formed the subject of poetry and romance.

The genuine writings of Paracelsus which appeal 
especially to the historian of science are the 
“ Archidoxa” (of which an English translation 
appeared in 1663) and the “ De Natura Rerum” , 
which contain much of interest but nothing which 
can reasonably be said to constitute a definite 
advance in scientific knowledge. They emphasize 
that the main task of alchemy is not to make gold 
and silver but to prepare powerful remedies, and 
this certainly had a good influence on the develop
ment of chemistry and pharmacy. Many new 
mineral remedies, such as preparations of antimony, 
appeared as a result of this redirection of effort, 
but it has been emphasized above that Paracelsus 
ltad precursors in this field. An important feature 
of his teachings was his insistence that from a large 
bulk of inert material there could be extracted some 
small potent quintessence or arcanum in which 
the virtue of the medicine is concentrated (a view 
which is emphasized in the “ Alchymia”  of Libavius 
in 1597), but this idea again is to be found in the 
works of Arnald of Villanova and in the treatises 
attributed to Raymond Lully. The great stewpans 
of broths and messes of the Galenic and Arabian 
medicine gave way after Paracelsus’s time to the 
small stoppered phials of the chemical pharmacist, 
and if some of these, with their arsenical and

mercurial contents, were to wreak havoc in the 
hands of less-skilled practitioners, the ultimate gain 
was real and permanent. Many of his younger 
followers were men of great ability and he certainly 
inspired much valuable and enduring work in 
chemical pharmacy.

The writings of Paracelsus are very difficult to 
read and more difficult to understand. They 
provide an excuse for the charge frequently made 
that he was a charlatan, but when allowance is 
made for his extraordinary style they reveal his 
sincerity and receptiveness. They abound in 
strange words, but the terminology of contemporary 
medicine was far from perfect or adequate. They 
contain much which is superstitious, and material 
concerned with magic, charms and amulets, which 
is not really a new feature but a sediment from long- 
established medical practice. There is little of 
scientific interest, apart from a few vague remarks 
on mining and metallurgy and a mention of zinc, 
all of which is miner’s gossip. There is much 
hinting at wonderful new chemical remedies, but no 
intelligible accounts of experiments by which they 
were discovered or processes by which they were 
prepared. There is no indication that Paracelsus 
did make any experiments in chemistry on scientific 
lines, although tradition, some of it good, suggests 
that he did. The views that the chemical informa
tion in the works attributed to Basil Valentine is 
due to Paracelsus, and that some of the important 
views found in the writings of Van Helmont are 
really his, will not bear close examination. His 
writings contain a great deal of boasting and 
harsh judgments of the physicians. Some allow
ance must be made for this. Paracelsus was 
certainly ahead of most of his plodding contem
poraries, and his eager reforming zeal irritated 
them into malicious attempts to undermine his 
authority and bring him to contempt. This must 
have exasperated a man with much less patience 
and restraint than he possessed, and in circles 
where so much bitter opposition was met a violent 
reaction is only to be expected.

Where so few actual scientific contributions can 
be found it is perhaps a fair estimate of Paracelsus’s 
merit in science to say that he pointed the way 
along which fruitful progress could be made and 
showed that nothing can be achieved by reliance 
on tradition in itself. He gave hints which in the 
hands of his followers came to fruition. He is 
regarded as the originator in chemistry of the 
famous theory of the three “ hypostatical” principles, 
mercury, sulphur and salt, which Boyle said were 
professed by the “ vulgar spagirists”  of his time. 
Of these three, two and the most important, 
mercury and sulphur, were very much older than 
Paracelsus’s time, although they had not been re
garded as so widely distributed as he assumed ;
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and his salt is such a vague entity that it can 
scarcely be said to have any value in chemical 
theory. Still, some link may be traced between 
this tria  p r im a  and the three ‘earths’ of Becher, 
which led in turn to the phlogiston theory, an 
important phase in the development of theoretical 
chemistry.

In calling to memory the death of Paracelsus at 
Salzburg on September 24, 1541, we can point to 
little which is definite in his scientific contributions, 
but his insistence that Nature has little regard 
for theoretical systems or cherished traditions 
is essentially scientific and certainly played a

part in the progress which was to lead to the 
“ Sceptical Chymist”  of Robert Boyle, a work 
in which Paracelsus is respectfully quoted and 
criticized. It seems that much of the fame of 
Paracelsus (like much of the discredit which is 
attached to his name) rests on popular estimates, 
and his contributions are not nearly so important 
as those of men whose names are practically 
unknown. It is probably certain that but for his 
emphatic lead the advances in chemistry which 
followed him so closely would have been deferred, 
and he well deserves a place in the annals of science 
quite apart from his contributions to medicine.

P. S. PALLAS (1741-1811)
By  Eng .-C aptain  E. C. Sm ith , O.B.E., R .N .

September 22 occurs the bicentenary of 
the birth of Peter Simon Pallas, one of the 

greatest naturalists and scientific explorers of the 
eighteenth century. Though German by birth, he 
passed forty-two years in the service of the 
Russian Government, and the most fruitful part of 
his life was the six arduous years, 1768-1774, which 
he spent exploring the eastern parts of European 
Russia and the plains and mountains of Siberia.

The son of a surgeon, Simon Pallas (1694—1770), 
he was born in Berlin, and after studying at Halle 
and Gottingen graduated in medicine at Leyden. 
He then spent about a year in England examining 
and studying zoological collections and afterwards 
at The Hague published his first work on zoology. 
It was, however, not long before a more active 
career opened before him. In 1768, at the age of 
twenty-seven, he accepted the invitation of the 
Empress Catherine II to occupy a chair of natural 
history in the Imperial Academy of Sciences, St. 
Petersburg, and this led almost immediately to his 
appointment to an expedition being sent out, first 
to observe the Transit of Venus of 1769, and 
secondly to gather information about the peoples, 
plants, animals, climate and geography of the vast 
dominion of Siberia and of other little-known parts 
of the Russian Empire.

Scientific expeditions by land and sea under 
official auspices were a feature of the eighteenth 
century, and most of these expeditions were fos
tered by the Royal Society of London, the Paris 
Academy of Sciences and similar bodies. Among 
such expeditions was that made during 1733-1743 
by Behring, J. G. Gmelin, G. F. Muller, S. Kras- 
cheninnikof and others for the Russian Govern
ment ; this added immensely to the knowledge of 
northern Asia from the Urals to Kamchatka. Two

years after this expedition set out the Paris 
Academy of Sciences sent Bouguer, Godin and La 
Condamine To Peru to determine the figure of the 
earth, while others were sent to Lapland. The 
Transit of Venus of 1761 saw other expeditions. 
One of these was carried out for the Paris Academy 
of Sciences by the Abbe Jean Chappe D ’Auteroche 
(1722-69), who observed the transit at Tobolsk, 
the capital of Siberia. When this astronomer 
published an account of his travels he made some 
remarks about the state of Russia which led 
Catherine, who had literary leanings, to reply in 
a brochure entitled “ Antidote contrę le voyage de 
l’abbe Chappe” .

As the 1769 Transit of Venus approached, 
Catherine determined to arrange expeditions second 
to none, and the Imperial Academy of Sciences, 
most of whose leading members were foreigners, 
was asked to draw up full instructions. Altogether 
seven astronomers and five naturalists with several 
assistants were attracted by Catherine’s offers. The 
Swiss astronomers, J. A. Mallet (1740-90) and 
J. L. Pictet (1739-81), were sent to Lapland ; the 
German scientific worker, W. L. Kraft (1743-1814), 
to Orenburg ; the Russian mathematician and 
geographer, S. Rumoffski (1734-1815), to the Pola 
peninsula ; and G. M. Lowitz (1722-74) to the 
Volga district. To the south-west of Russia were 
also sent the naturalists, S. G. Gmelin (1743-74), 
nephew of J. G. Gmelin, and J. A. Guldenstaedt 
(1745-80). Pallas himself left St. Petersburg in 
June 1768, spending the summer in the Russian 
plains and wintering at Simbersk on the Volga. 
He next visited Tartary, examined the shores of 
the Caspian, and in 1770 crossed the Urals to 
Catherinenburg. Having examined the mines in 
the district he went to Tobolsk and in 1771 visited
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the Altai mountains. Proceeding north, he reached 
Krasnojarsk, on the Yenisei, and then turned back 
to the frontiers of China and so in 1773 to Astra
khan, where he met Gmelin. After visiting the 
Caucasus, he reached St. Petersburg again in 
July 1774. Lowitz and Gmelin were not so for
tunate, for in that year the former was murdered 
by rebels and the latter died through illness and 
imprisonment while still carrying out exploration 
on the shores of the Caspian.

Partly during the expedition and partly after
wards Pallas published in German his “ Voyages in 
Different Parts of the Russian Empire, 1768-75” . 
“ Few explorers” , said von Zittel, “ have contri
buted such a vast wealth of geographical, geo
logical, botanical, zoological and ethnological 
observations as Pallas has done in this justly 
famous work.”  Another result of his travels was 
his book on the formation of mountains, his views

on this subject giving him a place beside de Saussure 
as one of the founders of geology.

In 1793, Pallas commenced a journey of two 
years duration in southern Russia and the Crimea, 
and liking the district well, in 1795 he settled there 
on an estate given him by the Empress not long 
before she died. Here at Simferopol he passed 
fifteen years, continuing his studies in natural 
history. In 1810, after the death of his wife, he 
obtained permission from Alexander I, whose 
tutor in science he had been, to return home, and 
he died at Berlin on September 8 , 1811, within a few 
days of his seventieth birthday. Of all the many 
eminent men of science, such as Delisle, Euler, the 
Gmelins, Daniel Bernoulli, Lexell, /Epinus, Leh
mann, Nicolas Fuss and John Robison, whom 
succeeding Russian rulers attracted to St. Peters
burg, none did greater service for their adopted 
country than Pallas.

POULTRY AS FOOD CONVERTERS
By  E. T.  H alnan,

Animal Nutrition Institute, Cambridge

r I 'HE value of the egg as a constituent of war- 
time dietaries, particularly for children, has 

to some extent been overshadowed by the insis
tence placed on milk as a perfect food. In point 
of fact, milk is not a complete food, being deficient 
in iron and relatively low in vitamin D, although 
rich in calcium salts. Eggs, on the other hand, 
have a poor calcium content, but are rich sources 
both of vitamin D and iron.

Both products are of high biological value, and 
are in a sense complementary to one another, 
mixtures of these two forming a perfect diet for 
young growing animals. Thus De Sanctis1 reports 
the case of a three-months-old infant failing to 
gain weight on a whole-milk dextrimaltose formula, 
but responding and giving 8-12  oz. gains weekly 
when one teaspoon of soft-boiled egg yolk was 
added daily. Tweddell2 similarly got satisfactory 
responses in two infants aged eight and nine months 
respectively by the inclusion of one raw egg daily 
in their milk diet. Hess3, in efforts to combat 
rickets in babies, used egg yolk with marked effect, 
and recommends the inclusion of the yolk of a 
raw egg daily in the milk formula of a three- 
months-old infant as good routine practice.

The essential point to note in these cases is the 
failure of milk to prove adequate in the diets of 
some infants, and the power of egg yolk to correct 
its inadequacy. Moreover, both eggs and chicken

meat are easily digested and readily tolerated by 
those with weak digestions, consequently they 
form essential articles in the diets of those recover
ing from illness. In addition, the hsemoglobin- 
forming power of eggs in cases of war-wounded 
patients suffering from loss of blood should not be 
overlooked.

On dietetic grounds therefore, the maintenance of 
an adequate egg supply appears to be just as vital 
to the health of the nation as the maintenance of 
an adequate milk supply. If, however, the home 
food production policy of the Government is con
sidered, it would appear that this fact has not 
hitherto received the consideration that it merits. 
The shortage of animal feeding-stuffs, particularly 
concentrates, led the Government shortly after 
the outbreak of war to assign an order of priority 
to various classes of farm livestock for such feeding- 
stuffs as were available. Several factors appear to 
have influenced the final decision, among which 
may be named the relative efficiencies of the 
various classes of livestock as converters of animal 
feeding-stuffs to human food, the need for main
tenance of land fertility, the fact that the foods 
normally fed to pigs and poultry largely consisted 
of materials available for direct human use, and the 
fact that the Scandinavian and the Low Countries 
were then available as sources of supply for eggs 
and pig products. As the result of these and
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possibly other considerations, the final order of 
priority was : (1) dairy cows (as milk) ; (2) sheep 
and feeding cattle ; (3) pigs for meat production 
and poultry for egg production.

It may be as well to point out that the Govern
ment of 19184, faced with a similar situation, 
placed the order of priority as follows : (1) work
ing horses; (2) dairy cows; (3) breeding stock. 
Some allowances were to be made to pigs and 
poultry and breeding ewes, but none to fattening 
sheep or fattening cattle. The present order of 
priority for feeding-stuffs has caused the false 
impression to arise that both pigs and poultry are 
wasteful converters of feeding-stuffs ; moreover, 
statements have appeared in the Press to the 
effect that this is the considered opinion of men of 
science. It may, therefore, be as well to consider 
the available evidence on this point.

At the present time the main problem that 
appears to be facing Great Britain so far as food 
supply is concerned is a prospective shortage of 
food proteins, particularly those of high biological 
value. The most efficient use of animal feeding- 
stuff protein for the production of human food 
protein consequently appears to be called for, and 
our considerations may therefore be conveniently 
directed to this issue.

In 1939 I made a careful estimate of the relative 
efficiencies of the various classes of farm animals 
as converters of feeding-stuff protein to human 
food protein. In this estimate, 100 lb. of digestible 
feeding-stuff protein yielded the following amounts 
of food protein available for use by humans :
(1) dairy cow (as milk, yield 600 gallons a year), 
35-8 lb. ; (2) hen (as eggs, yield 140 eggs a year), 
31-6 lb. ; (3) pig (as pork), 21-2 lb. ; (4) hen (as 
meat), 18-01b. ; (5) bullock (as baby beef), 7-8 lb. ; 
(as Norfolk beef), 5-9 lb. ; (as grass beef), 5-4 lb. 
Owing to the absence of adequate data no estimate 
of the value of the sheep as a converter of feeding- 
stuff protein was made ; but the opinion was given 
that, whereas grassland sheep production should 
be encouraged, arable land sheep should be dis

couraged, since in the latter case the land required 
for sheep keep could be better utilized for the 
production of grain and vegetables for direct 
human consumption. This memorandum was 
submitted to the appropriate Government depart
ments and doubtless received due consideration. 
More recently, Leitch and Godden5 have pre
sented a report on the point at issue, after con
sideration of all the available scientific data. 
Placing their results in order of priority so far as 
efficiency of conversion of feeding-stuff protein to 
human food protein is concerned, we get the 
following results : 100 lb. of protein equivalent 
yield (1) dairy cow (as milk, yield 2 gallons a day), 
35 T lb. ; (2) hen (as eggs, yield 200 eggs a year), 
26-4^29-8 lb. ; (3) hen (as meat), 21-8-26-3 lb. ;
(4) pig (as pork), 19 -0 lb. ; (5) baby beef, 15 -5 lb. ;
(6) sheep (as lamb), 13-2 lb. ; (7) fat bullock, 
8 -7-8 -9 lb.

Although arrived at by different methods of 
computation and from different sources, it is of 
interest to note that roughly the same order of 
priority is reached by these authors as by my 
earlier estimate, and gives confidence in the view 
that the order of priority so established is in 
accordance with actual fact.

Regarded strictly, therefore, from the point of 
view of efficiency of conversion of feeding-stuff 
protein to human food protein, the hen as an egg 
producer would appear to rank in order of priority 
next to the dairy cow, and judged on this ground 
alone the hen has a better claim to available food 
supplies than any class of farm animal other than 
the dairy cow. Moreover, the results obtained 
indicate that the decision of the Government in 
1918 not to allot supplies of feeding-stuffs to 
fattening sheep or fattening cattle was justified.

1 De Sanctis, A. G., Arch. Pediat., 33, 104 (1922).
! Tweddell, F., Med. Record, N .Y., 100, 935 (1921).
3 Hess, A. F., J. Amer. Med. Assoc., 81, 15 (1923).
4 “ Live Stock Policy o f  Board o f Agriculture and Ministry o f  Food” ,

J. Bd. Agric., 24, 1177-1180 (1918).
5 Leitch, I., and Godden, W ., Technical Communication No. 14, p. 46,

Imp. Bur. Anim. Nut. (1941).

O B I T U A R I E S
Sir Shah Mohammad Sulaiman

AS chief justice o f  the High Court at Allahabad 
for several years and as vice-chancellor o f 

the Aligarh Muslim University over a considerable 
period, Sir Shah Sulaiman was a well-known public 
figure in India. During the last few years o f  his 
life he held the distinguished position o f  one o f  the 
three judges o f  the newly established Federal Court 
at Delhi. The news o f  his death early this year at 
the age o f  fifty-five came as an unpleasant surprise 
to  his m any friends and admirers, and elicited

numerous well-merited tributes to  his personality 
and career.

Sulaiman studied mathematics and physics at 
Cambridge, taking Part I I  o f  the Mathematics Tripos 
in 1909. During his subsequent career as a practising 
barrister and as a judge at Allahabad, he continued 
to  retain a general interest in the progress o f  physical 
science. Later in life, the stimulus o f  contact with 
the University staffs at Allahabad and Aligarh led 
him actively to  undertake the study o f theoretical 
physics as a subsidiary pursuit.
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Sir Shah’s high position in public life secured for 

his writings and lectures on scientific topics the 
widest publicity in India, as also a sympathetic, 
though critical, reception from  his academic friends 
and colleagues. His published papers indicate a 
marked reluctance to accept the ideas o f  the newer 
physics as expounded by  the leading authorities on 
the subject. They largely consist o f  attem pts to 
explain the facts o f  the newer physics on the basis 
o f  classical or semi-classical ideas aided b y  special 
hypotheses. It could scarcely be hoped that work on 
such lines would find general acceptance.

Sir Shah Sulaiman was the recipient o f  honorary 
doctorates from  the Universities o f  Allahabad and 
Aligarh in recognition o f  his eminent public services 
and his deep interest in the cause o f  education and 
science, C. V . R a m a n .

Mr. W. A. Taylor, O.B.E.
T he death occurred on August 18 at St. Albans 

at the age o f sixty-eight o f  Mr. W . A. Taylor, a 
form er superintending examiner at the Patent Office.

After spending eight years at the railway works at 
Crewe, Taylor obtained a W hitworth scholarship and 
proceeded to  the R oyal College o f  Science, from  which 
he entered the Patent Office as an assistant examiner 
in 1897, at the age o f  twenty-five. During the earlier 
part o f  his career, he dealt with inventions relating 
to  gearing and clutches. In  1915 he was loaned to 
the Munitions Inventions Departm ent where he was 
particularly associated with the early development o f  
the tank and with experiments on body  armour, 
including head protection b y  steel helmets.

Returning to the Patent Office at the end o f  the 
W ar, he was placed in charge o f one o f  the examining 
divisions in 1925, and from  1927 until his retirement 
in 1936 was superintending examiner in charge o f 
classification, during which time he made his main 
contributions to  the work o f  the Office. Under his 
direction a separate classification division, akin to 
that existing in the United States Patent Office, was 
set up, and he was responsible for the amalgamation 
o f  the unclassified series o f  illustrated abridgments, 
which had appeared weekly in the Illustrated Official 
Journal o f Patents from  the time o f  Mr. Chamberlain’s 
Patents A ct o f  1883, with the classified series which 
had been published at intervals from  1894 onwards. 
B y  this reform, the classified abridgments were 
issued sheet by  sheet in forty  group-volum es within 
a few weeks o f  acceptance o f  the specifications instead 
o f  after a period o f  m any months. Another important 
uuty undertaken by  Taylor was the setting up o f 
machinery for carrying out the extended search for 
novelty instituted by  the Patents A ct o f  1932 by 
which United States specifications and other publica
tions were brought into the field o f  search.

In  the difficult and controversial subject o f  the 
classification and indexing o f the subject-m atter o f  
inventions, Taylor was an advocate o f  the analytical 
m ethod and favoured the collection o f data relating 
to materials and machine elements o f  general appli
cation.

He took  an active interest in the welfare o f  the

staff and was for some years chairman o f  the Exam in
ing Staff Association. Apart from  his activities in 
the Office, he had many interests in the realms o f  
music, education, sport and travel, and his generous 
nature and human attitude to  affairs gave him a 
wide circle o f  friends.

Mr. J. Duncan
T h e  death o f  John Duncan on Ju ly  28 will be 

regretted b y  the m any engineers, all over the world, 
who have at some tim e been his students. H e was 
seventy-two years o f  age and had for several years 
suffered severely, although in the end, the acute stage 
o f his illness lasted only a few days.

Duncan went to  H utchinson’s Grammar School in 
Glasgow, his birth-place, and his early training in 
engineering was received at the. works o f Messrs. 
Duncan Stewart & Co., Ltd. H e studied at the R oyal 
Technical College, Glasgow, and then in the Univer
sity o f  Glasgow. From  there he was appointed, in 
1896, as lecturer in engineering at University College, 
Nottingham . In  1898, at the opening o f  the Muni
cipal Technical Institute at W est Ham , now the 
W est H am  Municipal College, he was appointed 
lecturer in  mechanical and civil engineering, and 
after a short time became head o f  the Departm ent o f 
Engineering. His organizing ability soon showed 
itself, for a set o f  em pty rooms quickly became a 
department excellently equipped both in staff and 
machinery.

On the reconstitution o f  the University o f  London 
in the early years o f  the century, Duncan was made 
a ‘recognized teacher’ in the University in engineering, 
being one o f  the first so appointed. He served on the 
Board o f Studies in Engineering in the University 
until his retirement from teaching in 1929, and on 
many occasions was examiner in the subjects o f 
engineering.

D uncan’s lectures and practical courses at W est 
Ham were always the admiration o f  his colleagues, 
for as well as being thoroughly skilled in practice and 
draughtsmanship, he had a wide knowledge o f theory 
and always spurred on his students in the m athe
matical side o f  their work. His clearness o f  expos
ition will always be appreciated where the many 
text-books that he contrived to write during his busy 
career are used.

W e  regret to  announce the following deaths :

Prof. A . G. Green, F .R .S ., form erly professor o f  
tinctorial chem istry in the University o f  Leeds, and 
director o f  research to the British Dyestuffs Cor
poration, on September 12, aged seventy-seven.

Mr. John Still, form erly secretary o f  the Ceylon 
Association in London and an authority on the 
antiquities and natives o f  Ceylon, on September 9, 
aged sixty-one.

Dr. Guy W ood, who had been honorary treasurer 
o f  the Marine Biological Association o f the United 
K ingdom  since 1934, on September 4.
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N E WS  A N D  V I E W S
British Association: Science and W orld Order

F u r t h e r  inform ation is now  available concerning 
the conference on “ Science and W orld Order”  to  be 
held under the auspices o f  the British Association 
(D ivision for Social and International Relations o f 
Science) during September 26-28, at the R oyal 
Institution (see p. 331 o f  this issue).

The First Session, under the chairmanship o f  Sir 
Richard Gregory, president o f  the British Association, 
will deal with “ Science in Governm ent” . I t  will deal 
with the use o f  scientific men and scientific methods 
within departments o f  Government, and with the 
developm ent o f  Government research. Prof. A . Y. 
H ill will describe the use which has been made o f 
scientific workers, and the w ay in which co-operation 
and collaboration has been secured in Britain and 
between Britain and the United States. Prof. J. D. 
Bernal will deal with the shape o f  scientific organiza
tion  within Government service, and its possible 
future developm ent. A  French representative will be 
asked to  deal with the organization o f  science in 
France before the W ar. It is hoped that the Chinese 
representative will deal with the developm ent and 
encouragement o f  scientific organization behind the 
lines and under stress o f  war in China, and that a 
Russian representative will outline the im portant 
part which science has played in the developm ent o f  
the U .S.S.R .

The Second Session, under the chairmanship o f  the 
United States Ambassador, Mr. W inant, will deal 
with “ Science and Hum an Needs” . Sir John Orr 
w ill be dealing with food  in terms o f the advance in the 
science o f  nutrition, o f  the w ork which has been done 
in the form  o f  surveys o f  food  requirements o f  various 
countries, o f  the inadequacies, and o f  the means, 
which science offers, o f  raising the standard o f  nutri
tion  throughout the world. Sir H arold H artley, 
speaking on “ Pow er” , will discuss the developm ent 
o f  the natural resources o f  the world to secure the 
maximum benefit. A n  American representative will 
probably  deal with the harnessing o f  pow er to  the 
new amenities o f  life.

The Third Session, under the chairmanship o f  the 
Russian Ambassador, Mr. Maisky, is concerned with 
“ Science and W orld Planning” . A n American repre
sentative will deal with large-scale projects, such as 
the Tennessee Valley development, illustrate the 
plan behind it, and the future o f  such development. 
Prof. Sargant Florence will discuss the redistribution 
o f  the population, which has been made possible by  
electrification, but which, without planning, may 
equally lead to  even greater concentration in conur
bations. Other speakers will relate similar examples 
to  the general need for large-scale planning in terms 
o f  w orld reorganization.

The Fourth Session, under the chairmanship o f Dr. 
Benes, President o f  the Czechoslovak Republic, will 
deal with “ Science and Technological A dvance” . Itw ill

be concerned with the new processes, new materials, 
and new production techniques, which have been 
made possible b y  science and have been accelerated 
b y  war, and which, under planning, can mean the 
release o f  abundance, and w ithout planning, will 
mean econom ic chaos.

The F ifth  Session, under the chairmanship o f the 
Chinese Ambassador, Dr. W ellington K oo, will deal 
with “ Science and Post-W ar R elie f” . Representative 
speakers will concern themselves with : (1) the risks 
o f  epidemic diseases through war exhaustion, and 
the measures to  counter them ; (2) the risks o f  famine 
and the distribution o f  surpluses which are now  
being accumulated throughout the world ; (3)
‘scorched earth’ problem s o f  soil-rehabilitation. 
Others will deal with the developm ent o f  backward 
and neglected areas.

The Sixth Session, under the chairmanship o f Mr.
H . G. Wells, wall deal with “ Science and the W orld 
M ind” . The m ajor problem  is how to  make the 
peoples and nations comprehend the meaning o f 
scientific developm ent and the ways in which these 
can be used for human betterment and social security. 
A t the end o f  the conference, the president, Sir 
Richard Gregory, will put forward a new Charter o f  
Scientific Fellowship.

University of Birmingham: Chair o f Zoology
T h e  appointment o f  Prof. L . T. H ogben, F .R .S ., 

to the chair o f  zoology in the University o f  Birm ing
ham, represents a serious loss to the University o f  
Aberdeen where, in the course o f  a short but fruitful 
tenure o f  the regius chair o f  natural history, he had 
built up one o f  the most attractive and active 
departments in Great Britain. Both  at Aberdeen 
and Cape Town, Prof. H ogben adapted the policy o f  
his department to fit in with local biological interests 
and exploited to the fullest extent the natural 
resources o f  the neighbourhood. A t Birmingham he 
will find ample scope for similar activity, and his 
greater proxim ity to London will enable him to 
attend meetings from  which his absence has, too 
long, been felt.

Am ong academic zoologists Prof. H ogben is dis
tinguished for his well-known analysis o f  the pig
mentary effector systems o f  vertebrates, particularly 
those o f  the amphibia ; he has also made very 
im portant contributions to genetics. In  both  these 
fields he has had numerous students in Great Britain 
and elsewhere. In much wider fields Prof. H ogben is 
known as the author o f  “ Mathematics for the Million”  
and “ Science for the Citizen” . Both o f  these books 
show not only a very remarkable width o f vision but 
also a profound belief in the intelligence o f  the 
average man. A t Birmingham, Prof. H ogben will 
find a fertile field, well tilled b y  his predecessor, Prof. 
H . Munro F ox , F .R .S . (N a t u r e , June 28, p . 800), 
and o f  the abundance o f  the crop he will reap there 
can be no doubt.
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The Generic Names Fenestella and Fenestrellina

Dr. G. E . Condra and M. K . Elias, o f  the University 
o f  Nebraska, have sent a notification to  the Editors 
o f  N a t u b e  o f  a proposal to  preserve the generic 
name Fenestella. The follow ing is an abstract o f  the 
docum ent :

The International Commission on Zoological 
Nomenclature is asked to  suspend the Rules o f  
Zoological Nomenclature in the case o f  Fenestella 
Lonsdale, the well-known genus o f  late Palaeozoic 
Cryptostomatous Bryozoa, and retain this name as a 
nomen conservandum. The history is as follows : 
Fenestella, Bolten, 1798, for a Lamellibranch Mollusc ; 
synonym  o f  Anom ia  Linnaeus, 1758 ; Fenestella, Lons
dale, 1839, for a Cryptostome bryozoan ; genotype F . 
plebeia M cCoy ; Fenestrellina d ’Orbigny, used by  
Bassler for the pre-occupied name Fenestella Lons
dale. But the genotype o f  Fenestrellina d ’Orbigny is 
Fenestella crassa M cCoy, which is not congeneric w ith 
Fenestella lebeia M cCoy. Therefore a new name is 
needed for the genus Fenestella Lonsdale non Bolten, 
unless the Rules o f  Zoological Nom enclature are 
superseded, and Fenestella Lonsdale is conserved. In 
order to  avoid a new name, and because it is in every 
w ay desirable to conserve the well-known, w idely 
adapted, and long-established Bryozoan genus Fene
stella, it is asked that the Rules o f  Zoological Nom en
clature be suspended in this instance, and Fenestella be 
kept as a nomen conservandum for the Bryozoan genus.

The University of London
T h e  report o f  the Principal on the work o f  the 

University o f  London during 1940-41 is distressing 
testim ony to the wanton destructiveness o f  modern 
warfare. The wisdom  o f  the policy  o f  dispersal, 
which at one time aroused criticism, has been fully 
borne out b y  the widespread damage that m any o f 
the University buildings have sustained from  air raids. 
This damage has already been described in N a t u b e . 
The teaching staff o f  the University has lost the 
services o f  eighty-six professors and readers, who 
together with m any other teachers are now engaged 
in various forms o f  war work. Owing to the claims 
o f  national service the roll o f  internal students in the 
second year o f  war is expected to show a fall o f  about 
40 per cent. Nevertheless, in spite o f  all difficulties, 
the essential work o f  the University has been carried 
on in a most remarkable manner. E xcept for certain 
readjustments necessitated by  war conditions, no 
significant changes have been made in the curriculum, 
and examination standards have been fully m ain
tained.

The com plete range o f external examinations was 
carried through under the scheme o f decentraliza
tion. Tn the first year o f  war, external examinations 
were held in some forty  centres overseas, and more 
than 1,200 students were examined. Although this 
operation involved the distribution o f  very many 
printed papers, and the collection o f some thousands 
o f  scripts on ly  tw o scripts were lost as a result o f 
enemy action. The w ork o f  the University for its E x 
ternal Students has been fu lly  maintained, in fact, in 
certain directions the U niversity has extended its 
activities. Some hundreds o f  students now  serving in
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different branches o f  H .M. Forces have received 
assistance in continuing their work for degrees. 
Educational contacts have been established with 
Allied personnel now  in Great Britain, and through 
the R ed  Cross even prisoners o f  war in Germany have 
been enabled to keep their intellectual interests alive.

Am ong several benefactions received during the 
year, the University was given an endowment b y  the 
Clothworkers’ Company for a W illiam Gilles fellow
ship for research in science, to the value o f  £220 for 
one year, to be awarded biennially. Dr. T . H. 
Sanderson-Wells has provided funds for the endow
ment o f  an occasional Sanderson-Wells Lecture, on 
human ailments with special reference to soil fertility. 
Mrs. E . L . Ham ilton has presented to the London 
School o f  Hygiene and Tropical Medicine £1,500 to be 
used in the prevention o f  disease in the tropics. 
Developments in educational policy and organization 
are o f  necessity in abeyance, but in one direction at 
any rate useful preparatory work has been done, for 
an influential advisory board has been set up to 
report on the co-ordination and extension o f  Colonial 
studies and researches, for which support m ay be 
forthcoming from  the Colonial Office as part o f  the 
Government plans arranged early in 1940.

Plastic White Lines for Roads
T h e  m ajority o f  the white lines applied to road 

surfaces for aiding traffic flow are prepared with 
white paints made from  pigmented solutions o f  
Manila resin in alcohol ; such paints are the subject 
o f  Specification B S /A R P  38. Attention has recently 
been given to  alternative white-line materials b y  the 
Paint Research Station and the R oad  Research 
Laboratory. According to  Roads and Road Con
struction o f  September, one o f  the most promising 
alternatives is a thermo-plastic material applied hot 
to  the road surface as a thin layer which sets hard 
on cooling. This type o f  material has the advantage 
that its set does not depend on evaporation o f  a 
volatile constituent ; it hardens rapidly, allowing 
traffic to pass over it within a few  minutes o f  appli
cation. I t  has good wear resistance and maintains a 
reasonably white colour. Thermoplastic materials o f  
a proprietary type have been subjected to  road tests 
during the past two years and in some instances have 
given satisfactory results. The com position now 
described is suitable only for open- and medium- 
textured road surfaces which provide a certain amount 
o f  key  or mechanical grip. It m ay be applied to an 
existing road surface without insetting. A  specifica
tion has been drawn up for the manufacture and 
application o f  the composition.

During the past year, trials have also been made 
with a number o f compositions based on a light- 
coloured binder com pounded with a white filler and a 
high proportion o f  a light-coloured sand or other fine 
aggregate. The filler is a mixture o f  equal weights o f  
finely divided silica and the pigment titanium oxide. 
The binder consists o f  80 per cent b y  weight o f  rosin, 
the remainder being crude w ool grease. This com 
position can only be applied during spring and
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summer months, in warm, dry weather. The com 
position1 is now under test ; it is in satisfactory 
condition after five months on a busy trunk road 
and after ten months on a by-road, and from  the 
results o f  these and other tests, a useful average life 
o f  at least six months m ay be expected. The colour, 
while not so white as that o f  newly painted white 
lines conform ing to  B S /A R P  38, nevertheless gives 
a good contrast with the road surface when observed 
.during day- and night-driving and does not de
generate appreciably.

Health of Southern Rhodesia
In  his recently published annual report for 1939, 

Dr. Andrew Paton Martin, medical officer o f  health 
for Southern Rhodesia, directs attention to  the 
decrease in the birth-rate, the increase in venereal 
disease and the infiltration o f  tuberculosis in the 
colony. There has been an appreciable decrease in 
scurvy in the mining natives, but the methods o f 
feeding the employees are still far from satisfactory. 
O f the tropical diseases prevalent in Southern 
Rhodesia malaria is the most serious, as it caused 
10 per cent o f  the deaths in 1939. Bilharziasis 
followed it close, and leprosy is a big problem, but 
trypanosomiasis seems to be absent.

Earthquake in Turkey
A  s e r i o u s  earthquake with its epicentre near 

Agri, some 70 miles east o f  Erserum in Turkey, 
was reported on September 12. Full details are not 
yet available, but it is feared that the death roll may 
am ount to 500. I t  will be remembered that the 
most severe earthquake ever experienced in Turkey 
took  place on Decem ber 27, 1939 (see N a t u r e , 

.January 6, 1940), in Anatolia, and serious aftershocks 
have occurred at intervals since that time. It m ay 
be that large fault blocks in the area have not yet 
attained their final position o f  equilibrium, and that 
parts o f  the subcrustal layers m ay still be under 
some elastic strain.

Earth Tremor in Scotland
On September 6 an earth tremor shook the Stirling 

district in Scotland. Furniture was m oved by  the 
shock in the villages o f  Cambus Barrow and W hins 
.o’Milton, but no damage is reported. Stirling district 
experienced a previous trem or on the night o f 
February 2-3, 1940 (Nature, February 10, 1940).

Bequests to the University of Sydney
The University o f  Sydney has recently received a 

bequest o f  £60,000 from  the estate o f  the late Sir 
Hugh Denison. This bequest is particularly valuable 
,as it is for general scientific research, and uncon
ditional.

The McGarvie Smith Institute o f  Sydney has made 
a grant o f  £9,000 in addition to  earlier grants for the 
extension o f  the equipment facilities o f  the Animal 
Husbandry Farm  which bears its name, and which 
jforms an important part o f  the equipment o f  the 
Faculty o f  Veterinary Science o f  the University.

Awards o f the Medical Research Council o f Ireland
The Medical Research Council o f  Ireland has made 

the following awards during the half-year ended 
June 30, 1941: Training grants : Miss D. A . K ilbride 
for one year from  August 1, 1941, to carry out an 
investigation o f  iodine absorption by  means o f 
balance experiments ; and Miss E . O ’Donovan for 
one year from  June 1, 1941, to assist in the investi
gation o f  the goitre problem  b y  studying the retention 
o f  iodine under varying conditions o f  diet, the work 
in  both instances to  be done in the Department o f  
Chemistry, University College, Cork, under the 
direction o f  Prof. J. Reilly  and Dr. E. M. M ason; 
Whole-time grant : Dr. Cecil Mushatt for four months 
from  March 1, 1941, to  enable him to  continue his 
research work at the Johns Hopkins H osp ita l; 
Grants-in-aid : Dr. James Deeny for six months 
from  July  1, 1941, to  investigate the relationship o f 
vitamin C to the form ation o f  complem ent and the 
relationship o f  both to im m unity ; Dr. D .K . Malley, 
to investigate the effects o f  the cortical hormone on 
a case o f  pre-adolescent type o f  adrenocortical 
syn drom e; and Dr. J. G. W augh, towards the 
expenses o f  his research work on sulphonamide 
therapy in the School o f  Physic, Trinity College, 
Dublin. The following grants have been renewed for 
one year : Dr. T. E . T. Bradshaw (from  March 1, 
1941) and Prof. Hans Sachs (from  M ay 1, 1941). 
Prof. J. B. Gatenby and Dr. R . G. Cross have re
linquished their grants.

Announcements
The medal o f  the U.S. Society o f  Chemical In 

dustry has been awarded to Dr. Elmer K . Bolton, 
chemical director o f  the E. I. du Pont de Nemours 
and Company, in recognition o f  his work in connexion 
with the development o f  Neoprene, Nylon and 
synthetic rubber.

D r . Jerome C. H unsaker, head o f the depart
ment o f  mechanical engineering in the Massachusetts 
Institute o f  Technology, has become co-ordinator o f  
research and development for the U.S. N avy. He 
will be assisted by  a special board, to be composed 
o f  representatives o f  the chief o f  naval operations 
and the commanding officers o f  the Bureaux o f  Ships, 
Ordnance, Aeronautics and Yards and Docks.

Prof. W illiam F. Durand, emeritus professor o f  
mechanical engineering at Stanford University, has 
been appointed a member o f  the U.S. National 
Advisory Committee on Aeronautics. H e succeeds 
Dr. R obert E. Doherty, president o f  the Carnegie 
Institute o f  Technology, who resigned his mem ber
ship on July 3 to  become chairman o f  the P ro
duction Planning Board o f  the Office o f  Production 
Management.

The following appointments have recently been 
made in the Colonial Service : D . U. Peters, agri
cultural officer, Northern R h od es ia ; H . A . M. 
Thompson, agricultural officer, Sierra Leone ; C. O. 
Flemmich (assistant conservator o f  forests, M alaya), 
conservator o f  forests, Fiji.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for  opinions expressed by their correspondents. 
They cannot undertake to return, or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts 
intended for  this or any other part of N a t u r e . No notice is taken o f anonymous communications.

“ The Philosophy of Physical Science"
T h e  correspondence on this subject provides a most 

enlightening example o f  the present transition in 
scientific philosophy from  the view  that science is a 
description o f an objective external world to  the view 
that it is a formulation o f  the relations found between 
experiences. Thus, to  Sir James Jeans1, taking the older 
view, light is an objective entity the velocity o f  which is 
either finite or infinite, while Sir Arthur E ddington is 
interested on ly in the fact that, since our experiences 
could be correlated equally well or ill by  postulating an 
infinite or an immeasurably large finite velocity, the 
possibility o f  the former can be ignored. I t  is not 
surprising that, as Sir James rightly complains, Sir 
Arthur has not answered his objections. They are 
meaningless in Sir Arthur’s philosophy, and he 
cannot reply in applicable terms.

I  have long been convinced that the view  which 
Sir Arthur now accepts is necessary to make sense o f 
m odem  (or even older) physics, and have ceased to 
regard the question as a controversial one. Never
theless I  am equally convinced that Sir Arthur has not 
grasped the true im plications o f  the new conception, 
and that Sir Jam es’s objection, though stated in terms 
meaningless to  Sir Arthur, is both  valid and un
answerable. I f  we can imagine an alternative 
experience to that which a law requires, then that law 
is not logically necessary. There is no escape from 
that, and i f  the unexpected should happen, we have 
to decide between giving up the law and denying the 
experience. There is no question which is the 
scientific choice.

It is, however, most desirable to  locate the fallacy 
in Sir Arthur’s reasoning. H is programme for 
science is as follows : (1) Construct a scheme o f  pure 
reason based on a few  a priori postulates. (2) Make 
observations and describe them  in terms o f  those 
postulates. (3) Draw up- a table o f  correspon
dences between the elements o f  the rational scheme 
and the observations : since the scheme is logically 
coherent, the corresponding observations must then 
be logically necessary i f  the original postulates really 
lie “ at the bottom  o f  things” . H ence (4) find 
criteria for determining that the postulates are so 
basic. Those criteria having been found, the logical 
necessity o f  experience is assured.

The fallacy is, I  think, that such criteria cannot 
exist, because, “ in our lim ited view, at the bottom  o f 
things”  lies not necessary postulates but experience, 
and experience is not yet com plete. Take any “ law o f 
Nature”  (for example, the law o f  gravitation). Deduce 
where Jupiter will be observed at some instant next 
year, and suppose that, when the tim e comes, Jupiter 
is seen elsewhere. I f  the law is a priori inviolable, 
Sir Arthur’s on ly explanation can be that observa
tions o f  Jupiter are not the experiences to  which it 
applies. But i f  there are criteria for establishing the 
correspondence between law and observation, he is 
denied this explanation. W hat, then, is left to  him  ?

Sir Arthur m ay be right in believing that his 
“ epistem ological”  m ethod is a short cut to  discovery.

M any a theory fundamentally unsound has given 
valuable guidance to  knowledge, and it is certainly to 
be hoped that “ structuralism”  will do so. But that 
is trivial com pared with its truth or falsity. As Sir 
James says, i f  Sir Arthur’s theory is right “ its conse
quences are tremendous—-to physics, to  philosophy 
and to  hum anity” . No effort can be too  great to 
clear the m atter up, and if, as I  believe, Sir Arthur is 
profoundly wrong, no protest can be too strong 
against an illusion which would destroy the very 
fundamentals o f  science and throw us back intellec
tually (and therefore socially, since ideas determine 
the state o f  our social life) into the dark ages.

I t  m ay be added that Sir James Jeans is incorrect 
in saying that the ftniteness o f  the speed o f  light is an 
essential part o f  the theory o f relativity. I f  that speed 
had been infinite the truth o f the theory w ould never 
have been doubted ; we should not have expected 
optical experiments to reveal the Earth ’s speed. 
The difficulty was to  reconcile the null result o f  the 
Michelson-Morley experiment w ith the finiteness o f  
the speed o f  light. But i f  that speed will not perform  
the service which Sir James asks o f  it, it provides us 
with a very  convenient way o f  contrasting the 
alternative viewpoints. Sir Arthur Eddington says : 
“ It is a priori necessary that the velocity  o f light is 
fin ite; therefore our observations o f  Jupiter’s satellites 
could have been predicted and could not have been 
otherwise.”  Sir James Jeans says : “ I t  is a fact o f  
Nature that the velocity  o f  light is finite ; therefore 
Jupiter’s satellites appeared in the positions which 
Rom er explained” . The scientific statement I  hold 
to be this f “ Jupiter’s satellites were observed in 
certain positions. Therefore, i f  we attribute the 
observations to light travelling from  the satellites to 
us, and assume that the satellites m ove according to 
N ewton’s laws, we must assign a finite velocity  to 
that light” . H e r b e r t  D i n g l e .

Imperial College,
London, S.W .7.

1 N a t u r e , 148, 140, 2 55  (1 9 41 ).

M a y  I  first correct a slip in m y  last letter ? In  
contrasting the actual and imagined results o f  the 
Michelson-Morley experiment, I  absentmindedly 
interchanged them. I  should have written, “ It  is a 
logical im possibility that the experiment should give 
other than a null result in the conditions described ; 
but . . .”

P rof. D ingle asks us to imagine Jupiter seen away 
from  its predicted place. Is it not simpler to  substitute 
Uranus, for which this experience actually occurred ? 
Adams and Leverrier rejected both  o f  Dingle’s alter
natives. They neither gave up the law o f  gravitation 
nor denied the experience. They inferred that the 
system pointed out to  the observer was not the system 
described to  the calculator, a planet present in  the 
former being om itted in the latter. Or, in Dingle’s 
phrase, they amended the table o f  correspondences. 
His argument seems to  me to fail because it assumes 
that when the unexpected happens only two courses
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are open, surprisingly omitting the third course, which 
is the course a scientist usually follows. When an 
object gives an unexpected reaction, he does not rail 
against the laws o f Nature ; he concludes “ Then it 
cannot be the object I  thought it was.”

The sources o f  gravitation (mass, m om entum and 
pressure) are defined in the rational scheme by  the 
tensor GliV—\gt‘ '> ((?—2X), and it is an easy mathe
m atical deduction that Einstein’s law o f  gravitation 
and the laws o f m otion are necessarily and universally 
true ; a failure o f  prediction can only mean that some 
gravitational source has been overlooked. This is 
non-controversial; but it is only a preliminary to  a 
more disputed question, W ould such a law be ad
m itted as a law o f  physics, without an additional 
condition im plying some special relevance to ex 
perience ? M y answer, which shocks many people, is 
that I  cannot find that modern physics imposes any 
such condition o f  relevance on the laws which it 
accepts as fundamental. I f  there is a criterion, it 
should apply to all the fundamental laws. W hen we 
consider gravitation alone, a criterion o f  “ simple 
application”  suggests itself. H owever arbitrary may 
be the m otion o f  the planets, Einstein’s law will give a 
corresponding distribution o f  gravitational sources ; 
but the actual sources in the solar system are few and 
discrete, and this unforeseen simplification makes 
long-range prediction possible. Ought we not to 
take cognizance o f  the fact that the law o f  gravitation 
has a much simpler application to experience than 
the formal theory suggests ? I  do not think we can ; 
because the other fundamental laws have not this 
simple relation to experience. I f  we want a simple 
application o f  them, the experimenter must set his 
wits to work to create the necessary conditions. W e 
can scarcely accept a criterion o f fundamentality 
which is a function o f the technical skill o f  the experi
menter.

The widespread impression that the accepted 
laws are peculiarly fitted to  actual features o f  ex 
perience is, I  think, due to too much stress being laid 
on the historical development o f  science. Naturally 
the great advances are made when we find or contrive 
to  create exceptionally simple conditions, so that 
disentanglement becom es relatively easy ; thus the 
laws become historically associated with an artificial 
sim plicity o f  experience which is b y  no means typical. 
Properly to  understand the law o f  gravitation, we 
must forget the lucky circumstances o f  dynamical 
astronom y which probably accelerated its discovery 
b y  hundreds o f  years, and suppose that it has, for 
example, been patiently sorted out from  an analysis 
o f  earthquake waves. In  rejecting the criterion o f 
simple application we must reject also the criterion o f 
utility , which is evidently closely connected.

Another objection  is that gravitational sources 
generally betray 'themselves b y  emitting or reflecting 
radiation ; so that i f  Einstein’s law indicates a source 
which we cannot find by  radiation tests, something 
has probably  gone wrong. But the finding o f  such a 
contradiction presupposes that we are treating gravi
tation  and radiation disconnectedly. In  unified 
theory the scheme o f  fundamental laws forms an 
interdependent whole, and we can only recognize 
agreement or disagreement (correct or incorrect 
correspondences) with the set o f  laws as a whole. 
The congruence o f  gravitational and radiative sources 
form s a difficult and technical part o f  the problem  o f 
unification ; and it was not until I  felt that I  had 
cleared up the physical questions involved that I 
reached in m y own m ind the view  under discussion.

I  think then that the only necessary condition is 
that the fundamental laws shall form  a single scheme, 
applicable to experience in the sense that all varieties 
o f  knowledge gathered by  the methods o f  physical 
science can be form ulated in terms o f  it. The choice 
is not lim ited b y  considerations o f  sim plicity o f  
application, utility, or appropriateness to the actual 
state o f  the universe, and is therefore left open to be 
determined by  the a priori considerations described 
in m y last letter. Dingle defends m y view  (up to a 
point) as “ necessary to  make sense o f  m odern . . . 
physics” . That expresses precisely the limits o f  what 
I  am trying to do— not to make sense o f  experience, 
but to make sense o f  the assertions o f  modern 
physics. And the sense which I make o f one set o f  
assertions is that they are not assertions about 
experience at all. The continuation o f  Dingle’s 
argument is obscure to me because I  am unable to 
ascertain his orientation. In m y “ frame o f  reference”  
experience is at the top, and the physicist has been 
working his w ay down to  so-called fundamental 
concepts at the bottom . Dingle upsets m y  frame 
b y  bluntly saying that experience is “ in our limited 
view, at the bottom  o f  things”  ; what is at the top o f 
things is not stated. A . S. E d d i n g t o n .

The Observatory,
Cambridge.

“ The Relations between Science and 
Ethics”

I  w o u l d  like to make a  reply to  some o f  the very 
interesting comments on m y article1 on the relations 
o f  science and ethics. I  will try  to be brief although 
some o f  the questions raised are probably due to the 
brevity o f  the original discussion. I  will not allude 
to all the points o f  agreement, which are actually 
more numerous than some o f the writers suggested. 
Thus I  entirely agree with Dr. Matthews that ideas 
affect societies ; in fact I  supported this point by  a 
quotation from  Engels.

There are two major issues : whether ethical
principles are founded on our experience, and the 
problem  o f  free will. In  the former connexion the 
arguments o f  m y  opponents have been stated b y  
Prof. Joad in a form  which is so nearly a reductio ad 
absurdum that much o f  m y  work has been done for 
me. “ I  cannot understand” , he writes, “ how  any
thing can be measured without a ruler which is 
external to  and other than what it measures.”  B y  
this he certainly does not mean merely that no 
system o f  mensuration is possible with less than two 
objects ; for after all I  am not suggesting that an 
ethical system involving different degrees o f  good 
would be engendered b y  a universe consisting o f  a 
single indivisible act. Nor, I  presume, does he refer 
to the fact that our units o f  measurement, though 
roughly specified by  the nature o f  the world, are in 
detail defined arbitrarily. His remark only provides 
a basis for his subsequent argument i f  it is taken to  
mean that we determine the relative sizes o f  objects 
b y  reference to  some transcendental foot-rule reached 
down from  beyond the boundaries o f  space and time. 
This, as we know from  the theory o f  relativity, is 
untrue. The space-tim e framework is a function o f 
the material objects lying within it. I  might indeed 
have expressed m y main contention b y  saying that, 
just as space-tim e issues from  the material world, so 
the ethical system could be logically derived from 
our experiences. I  m ay assure the Dean o f St. Paul’s 
that I  am not urging that we should im mediately
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reject all ethical principles which we cannot in 
practice trace back to biological and sociological data, 
any more than I  suggest that we should all learn 
enough mathematics to  convince Sir Arthur E dding
ton  that we fu lly  understand the logical structure o f  
an inch. I  am m erely concerned to show that the 
validity o f  ethical principles can be accepted even i f  
we reject any criterion im ported from  outside the 
perceptual universe.

Joad again reduces to absurdity the view  that 
there is an ethical criterion independent o f  experience 
b y  his statement that we all know (innately is 
implied b y  his argument) that “ we ought to  live 
very much as Christ enjoined” . There are a thousand 
localities, from  Dachau to  Dahom ey, where it is 
impossible to  assert this with any plausibility. W e 
prefer the ethical intuitions o f  Christ, Buddha or 
Socrates to those o f  Hitler or Rosenberg not because 
they are more m ystical but because they seem more 
likely to  carry society forward in the direction it has 
already taken. I  see no grounds for rejecting the 
view  which I  put forward on the basis o f  psychological 
and anthropological evidence, that our tendencies 
towards sym pathetic behaviour, although o f  suffi
cient strength to  have enabled man to develop a 
degree o f  social existence, are nevertheless m erely 
one o f  the general drives towards various unspecific 
forms o f  behaviour, by  which his conduct is affected.

The argument given above must serve, in the 
space available, as a reply to  Prof, de Burgh, who 
demands an unconditional valid ity for m y  example 
o f  an ethical scientific statement, but is apparently 
willing to  forgo it for the contrasted ‘Thou shalt not 
kill’ , the ethical nature o f  which he would not deny.

The widespread disagreement with m y argument 
about evolution is a continuation o f  the same dispute. 
In  the first place, I  am glad to  find that the course 
o f  evolution has been revealed, not only to  m yself 
and H erbert Spencer, as Prof. R itchie suggested, 
but also to Prof. H uxley ; surely the attem pt to 
repudiate the norm ally accepted evolutionary se
quence on the grounds that certain prim itive animals 
still exist is a forlorn crusade. But the crux is m y 
statement that the direction o f  evolution is good 
sim ply because it is good. B y  that I  m eant that i f  
the ethical system is to  be derived from  the nature 
o f  the experiential world, we must pay  attention to 
what that world is like ; and one o f the m ost im 
portant data is the scientifically ascertained course 
o f  evolution. The remark about fatalism which 
follow ed was intended to  indicate that the general 
trend m ay suffer tem porary set-backs. Just as loss 
o f  structure due to  parasitism, as in Sacculina, does 
occur but is not typical o f  the greater part o f  evolu
tionary change, so social regressions, o f  a spatially or 
tem porarily lim ited nature, are easily conceivable. 
This point was expanded b y  Prof. H uxley, with 
whose remarks both  here and in his valuable essay 
“ The Uniqueness o f  Man”  I  am in substantial 
agreement.

Prof. Stebbing attacks an outlying bastion o f  m y 
position in this field ; not m y actual discussion o f 
evolution so much as m y comments on T . H . H uxley ’s 
remarks about it. My “ three different answers”  to 
H uxley ’s argument were answers to  three different 
questions. The first was a rejection o f  his description 
o f its methods, the second o f  its results. In  the third 
I  countered the possible objection  that, logical 
though m y derivation o f  the good m ight at first sight 
appear to  be, I  had actually identified it with som e
thing which no one had ever dreamed o f calling by

that name. I  was arguing that m y conception was 
not only self-consistent but also not unrelated to  the 
conventional meaning o f  “ good” .

A  more difficult point is raised by  those who 
suggest the possibility o f  a general and persistent 
regression, for example, b y  the operation o f  the 
classical second law o f thermodynamics. I  think 
that the difficulty, i f  it should at any future time 
actually arise, could only be got over b y  a theory 
o f levels o f  ethics. One could distinguish a social 
good, dependent on a good derived from  human 
individual biology, which again w ould be dependent 
on the effective principles o f  change in the physico
chemical w orld ; and one would have to  be content 
to  deduce that a continual increase in physical good 
gives rise to an undulation in the development o f 
biological good. But difficult though the problem 
undoubtedly is, that difficulty does not arise only on 
m y theory o f  ethics ; how  can it be surmounted if  
ethical values are attributed to a beneficent deity ?

The other fundamental disagreement, which relates 
to  the problem  o f  free will, was raised explicitly 
b y  the Dean o f  St. Paul’s and Prof, de Burgh, 
and im plicitly b y  several others. I  confess m yself 
unable to  offer a satisfactory reconciliation o f  
materialistic determinism and the efficacy o f  the 
human will ; but again the problem  is not one 
for m y theory alone, and I  shall be agreeably 
surprised if  m y commentators are in a much more 
com fortable logical position. I  can only make one 
suggestion, w ith the greatest tentativeness. First, I  
suggest that it m ay be more profitable, in discussing 
this matter, to  picture the human mind not as a 
simple mechanism o f  stimulus and response, but as 
containing a set o f  drives (each, figuratively speaking, 
a com plicated m otor) one or other o f  which can be 
set in m otion  b y  pressing the appropriate switch. 
In  the decision whether, say, the sex or the nutritive 
drive becomes activated, the external stimuli not 
only reach directly for the switches, but also bring 
into play internal systems whose functions are also 
to  affect the choice o f  which drive is selected. It 
m ay be that the sensation o f  an effort o f  will is no 
more than the conscious sym ptom  o f  the activity o f 
one o f  these internal systems, perhaps the super-ego 
or some part o f  it. I f  this part o f  the m ind is, owing 
to  the w ay in  which it has been derived from  the 
external world, norm ally effective in the direction 
taken by  the evolutionary process as a whole, then 
could it not be argued that its conscious correlate is 
in fact indicative o f  a good impulse, quite inde
pendently o f  whether strict causation is violated or 
not ? The peristaltic action o f our bowels, although 
not under much conscious control, is good on m y 
definition ; m ay not the sensation o f a deed well 
done be just as valid, on a higher plane, as the sensa
tion o f  physical well-being after exercise and a bath ?

Christ’s College, c - H - W addin gton .
Cambridge.

Sept. 9.
1 N a t u r e . 148, 270  (1 9 41 ).

D r . W a d d i n g t o n ’ s interesting essay which was 
published in N a t u r e  o f September 6, p. 270, suggests 
that he is still wavering between the theory that when 
you  have explained a thing you  have explained it 
away, and the fundamental but usually unspoken 
postulate o f  science that everything has an explana
tion, even though this implies an infinite series o f  
causation. In Dr. W addington ’s opinion, Marxists
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say that ethical systems are epiphenomena which 
m ay be left out o f  account when we are considering 
the mechanism o f  social development. T .H . H uxley  
invented the word ‘epiphenomenon’ to  mean a mental 
event caused b y  physical events, but not in its turn 
causing physical events. I  believe that in the long rim 
science has no room  for such loose ends. Certainly 
Marxism has not. “ I t  would be totally  absurd” , 
wrote Lenin in “ Materialism and Em pirio-criticism ” , 
“‘ that materialism should maintain the ‘lesser’ reality 
o f  consciousness.”  Marxists hold that mind is real, 
but secondary to  matter because matter existed 
before mind. Similarly, they think that econom ic 
and social structure largely determines the ethical 
system. “ Thou shalt not com m it adultery”  is 
meaningless in a society with no marriage. “ Thou 
shalt not steal”  is replaced b y  “ Thou shalt not 
waste”  as property becomes socialized.

Given such a point o f  view, ethics must be fitted 
into our w orld picture, though we cannot yet see 
how in full detail. I t  is clear that ethical practices 
and ideas have a history, both  in the development 
o f  communities and o f individuals. Marxists have 
stressed the former process, Freudians the latter. 
This fact does not mean that ethics are arbitrary or 
baseless. England is real enough though it was once 
under the sea ; vision is real though human embryos 
have no eyes. It  does mean that we cannot act as 
rightly as possible w ithout a study o f contemporary 
history, which shows us what is alive and growing 
and what is vestigial in current ethical systems. 
Perhaps the careful attem pts to  isolate university 
staffs from  the im pact o f  history, i f  they have been 
advantageous to  abstract speculation, have dis
qualified them  from  valid judgments on the highly 
concrete problem s o f  right and wrong. The technique 
o f  modern warfare, which has broken down this 
isolation, m ay lead them to  more realistic thinking 
on  ethics.

A  fuller study o f the literature o f  Marxism might, 
I  think, not only have shown D r. W addington that 
Engels stressed the im portance o f  unconscious 
m otivation before Freud, but also have made him 
more sym pathetic to  T . H . H uxley ’s thesis in 
“ Evolution  and Ethics” . Stated in dialectical 
terms, it is that the cosmic process, which was 
responsible for human evolution, negates itself by  
generating the ethical process. The problem  then 
arises o f  how  man is to  continue evolving i f  the 
congenitally weak are not killed off. H itler’s solution 
is substantially to  abolish ethics. The correct solution 
will not be so simple. There is a real contradiction, 
which will be resolved when m en not on ly  realize, 
as eugenists do, that they ought to  control their 
own evolution, but also possess, as they do not at 
present, the knowledge and technique necessary for 
this control. J. B . S. H aldane .

Departm ent o f  Biom etry,
University College, London, 

at Rotham sted Experimental Station,
Harpenden, Herts.

The nine contributions to Nature of September 6 
on science and ethics seem to show by their extreme 
diversity how far thinking men may still be from an 
understanding of tho scope and method of science.

Science is concerned with what a man (or a thing) 
must do, ethics with what he thinks he should do. 
Until the contrary is proved, therefore, we must

suppose ethics to be derivable from  science. H ow  it 
is to  be derived is a question on which scientific 
men cannot yet be expected to  agree. But its his
torical relationship with the subject-matter o f  science, 
with the material conditions o f  society, is surely a 
commonplace. The one undergoes evolution, so does 
the other ; and by  evolution we mean the irreversible 
succession o f  changes which seem to  be characteristic 
o f  all integrated systems. Take the Christian ethic. 
I t  has suffered three m ajor recensions on its journey 
from  the Sea o f  Galilee to the City o f  London, each 
o f  them well suited to  the social and political con 
ditions in which it has in fact proved fit to  survive. 
Meanwhile other systems have arisen outside our 
own b y  revolution, and proceeded afterwards b y  an 
evolution faster than any we have known. As Prof. 
Julian H uxley has suggested, some o f  these systems 
m ay have sacrificed the credit o f  permanent adapt
ability for the cash o f  immediate advantage. That is a 
question which events are now deciding. In  doing 
so these events have already displayed the somewhat 
Hobbesian principle which would be too  obvious to 
repeat i f  it were not so often avoided, namely, that 
individuals will serve the State in proportion as they 
believe that the State will serve them. This is true 
at any given mom ent with little regard to  whether 
that State’s governm ent is inherited, elected, or 
im posed, or all three together.

H ow  the State is to serve the individual most 
efficiently w ill therefore depend, under rapidly 
changing conditions, on the adaptability even more 
o f  its ethical than o f  its political system ; and our 
conditions are changing very rapidly. Evolution  is 
no longer a hypothesis. I t  is happening on  our door
step. N ow in all evolution there is a lag in the 
adaptation o f  one part o f  the organism to changes in 
another. The more extensive and more highly 
integrated the organism, the greater the lag. Our 
society is both  extensive and highly integrated, and 
even the horrors o f  the industrial revolution in the 
North scarcely disturbed an ethical system emanating 
from  the com fortable South. Now, however, the 
situation is different. W e are faced, as before, with 
changing internal conditions. But our system is also 
in conflict with a second divergent system and at 
the same time in com bination with a third, equally 
divergent.

It  m ight be supposed that such a crisis is more 
likely to  be resolved b y  empirical action than by  
analytical thought. That would be a mistake. 
Already during the present W ar political expediency 
has led to violent changes in the relations o f  the 
individual to society, changes which scientific m ethod 
could have directed long ago and w ithout any such 
compulsion. W h y  then should we not prepare for 
any worse emergencies b y  applying scientific method 
before they arisen?

It m ay be objected that these questions for which 
a scientific solution is offered are not ethical but 
political. On the contrary, they are both ethical and 
political : the distinction lapses as soon as both  are 
subjected to  scientific treatment. W hat a man must 
do and what a man should do are always the same 
for the man him self at the m om ent he does it. In  
such measure as men subm it to  scientific discipline 
that sameness becomes extensible to  the whole 
commonwealth. For universal agreement at succes
sive levels o f  analysis is not merely the aim o f  science. 
It  is an aim which experience shows has always been 
attained.

Se p t e m b e r  20, 1941, v o l . ms
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Science is therefore bound to be the foundation o f 

the ethics o f  the future and o f  a system o f ethics 
with some expectation o f  that universality which 
has hitherto failed mankind.

C. D .  D a r l i n g t o n .
John Innes Horticultural Institution,

London, B.W .19.

The Carbonyls
I n  his recent Liversidge Lecture1, Prof. Sidgwick 

has referred to  the carbonyls as a “ very peculiar 
group” , but I  would suggest that this is another 
problem  which m ay well be approached through the 
medium o f  organic chem istry2. Thus we find that 
the capacity o f  a singly bound carbon atom  for triple 
union with another atom  does not extend beyond 
carbon and nitrogen to  oxygen. M oreover, when 
carbon m onoxide accordingly yields

H  Cl

C =  0  and C =  0 ,
/  /

H O Cl
the two new bonds are form ed, in one case b y  accept
ance, and in the other b y  a donation, o f  electrons 
on the part o f  the carbon atom . I t  must then be 
regarded as significant that those metals or ions 
which are actually able to participate in carbonyl 
form ation are also usually, b y  reason o f  an incom 
plete inner electronic shell, equipped to fulfil this 
double function, and that in nickel carbonyl the 
nickel-carbon bonds are found to  have a large amount 
o f  double bond character3. Further, it is presumably 
the result o f  the donor function o f  the central atom 
“ that in nearly all the carbonyl com pounds the 
effective atomic number o f  the central atom  adds 
up to  that o f  an inert gas” 4.

College o f  Technology, ^ • K e n n e r .
Manchester.

Aug. 27.
1 J. Chem. Soc., 438 (1941).
! Kenner, Nature, 147, 482 (1941).
3 BrockwaV and Cross, J. Chem. Phys., 3, 828 (1935).
4 Sidgwick, loc. cit. ; Sidgwick and Bailey, Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 144,

521 (1934).

Viscosity of Suspensions and Solutions
It was pointed out earlier1 that the ratio 7j/y)0, 

where 7) is the viscosity o f  a  suspension o f  finely 
divided solid particles in a liquid o f  viscosity 7)0, is 
variable with 7)0, being smaller for liquids o f  lower 
viscosity. The explanation in brief appears to be 
that during flow the solid particles becom e orientated 
more quickly in a thinner liquid, so causing less 
eddying by  lying less across the stream o f flow.

It  is o f  interest to  know that the same viscosity 
behaviour has been found both  with solutions o f  
colloids and crystalloids ; i f  the above explanation 
holds good, then solvated ions are asymmetric, and 
during the flow o f  salt solutions and colloidal dis
persions the particles becom e orientated.

W hen water and ethyl alcohol are mixed, there is 
an increase in viscosity reaching a maximum in the 
neighbourhood o f  45 per cent by  weight o f  ethyl 
alcohol, and it will be seen from  the figure that the 
ratio 7)/t)0 for (a) sodium chloride, 10 gm./100 ml., 
(6) aluminium chloride2, (c) potassium oleate3, (d)

r)0 (centipoises)
1 0  2 -0  2 -4  2 -0  1 -5

tannic acid4, (e) kaolin,6 and ( / )  m ica6 dispersed in 
the binary mixture, increases w ith increase o f  7)0, the 
position o f  the maximum being affected by  the dis
persion changes. E . W . J . M a r d l e s .

Chemistry Dept.,
R oyal A ircraft Establishment,

Farnborough, Hants.
1 Nature, 145, 970 (1940); Trans. Far. Soc., 36, 1007 (1940).
! Dolian and Briscoe, J. Phys. Chem. 41, 1129 (1937).
* Bircumshaw, J. Chem. Soc., 123, 91 (1923).
* Mardles, J. Chem. Soc., 125, 2244 (1924).
B Mardles, Trans. Far. Soc., 36, 1189 (1940).

Nomenclature of Pituitary Principles
I  a g r e e  with D r. F. W . Landgrebe1 that the suffix 

trophic is inappropriate in application to  all the known 
pituitary principles, but I  cannot accept the argument 
that the hitherto accepted suffix tropic is unsatis
factory. I t  is true that Tpdioi means turn, but the 
meanings direct or change also exist and provide a 
satisfactory basis for the use o f  the suffix tropic as 
descriptive o f  those pituitary principles which 
control or change other tissues or glands. The m ulti
plication o f  names in a field in which the terminology 
is already plethoric is bound to  lead to  confusion, 
and I  would urge that we retain the original suffix 
tropic as a general one to denote those pituitary sub
stances which influence or change other tissues, 
irrespective o f  their mode o f  action. The growth o f 
our knowledge o f  the nature and action o f  these 
substances will no doubt necessitate terminological 
reclassification, but perhaps in the future, as well as 
at the present time, the suffix tropic m ay be retained 
as a general one denoting those hypophyseal principles 
which influence, in a general manner, other glands and 
tissues- F . G. Y o u n g .

National Institute for Medical Research, 
Hampstead, N .W . 3.

Aug. 7.
1 N a t u r e , 148, 85  (1 9 41 ).
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PERSONALITY FACTORS AND PREFERENCE JUDGMENTS
By  D r. H. J. Eysenck,

U n i v e r s i t y  C o l l e g e , L o n d o n

IN a previous paper, certain  correlations were 
reported between the  tem peram ental character

istics of a num ber of observers and their scores on a 
te s t of aesthetic appreciation, the K  te s t . 1 As these 
correlations were based on a com paratively small 
num ber of cases, and as the tem peram ent te s t used 
was no t quite in line w ith recent developm ents, the 
experim ent was repeated w ith certain  modifications.

Preference Test. The form of the K  te s t used 
consisted of fifteen pairs of pictures (twelve pairs of 
landscapes, and three pairs of portraits) chosen in 
such a w ay th a t the two pictures forming each pair 
dealt w ith m uch the  same subject, b u t in two diffierent 
ways. One trea ted  the subject in the modern, colour
ful way associated w ith  Cezanne, van Gogh and 
Modigliani, the o ther in the more academic m anner of 
Hobbema, Constable and  Wilson. The test is scored 
in term s of preference for the m odern school.

Temperament Test. The Nebraska Personality  
Inventory  was used in this investigation. This test 
was constructed by Guilford on the basis of his work 
on personality factors S, E  and M 1. F o r reasons 
which will become apparent later, i t  was decided 
no t to use Guilford’s scoring key, bu t ra ther to  derive 
a scoring key from a re-analysis of the  original corre
lations on which Guilford’s personality factors are 
based. ( I  am  very  much indebted to  Prof. Guilford 
for his kindness in sending me his original d a ta  
and  other m aterial, w ithout which such an analysis 
would no t have been possible.) •

Observers. The observers taking p a rt were un i
versity  students, W .E.A. students, a n d ‘middle-class’ 
people unconnected w ith academic life. Their ages 
ranged from  seventeen to  around fifty ; sexes were 
d istributed  roughly equally. (I w ant to record m y 
gratitude to  Dr. P . E . Vernon, who very  kindly gave 
the tests to  a  num ber of Scottish students.)

Results. Most m odern workers seem to regard some 
such general dichotomy as introversion-extraversion 
as definitely established in the tem peram ental field. 
Guilford’s analyses, which revealed no trace of such a 
general factor, were therefore received w ith  some 
surprise. I t  would appear th a t the explanation of the 
absence of a general factor of this kind lies in the 
m ethod of analysis he adopted ; by  using Thurstone’s 
principle of ro tation  even a very strong general factor 
is invariably obliterated. In  fact, the  situation 
seems to be exactly parallel to th a t which prevails in 
the  analysis of cognitive tests, where also the  exist
ence of a general factor is disputed by the adherents 
of Prof. Thurstone.

In  'the field of cognition it  has been shown th a t the 
use of Prof. B u rt’s group-factor m ethod makes it 
possible to  arrive a t  a compromise between the  claims 
of the ‘general factorists’ and the  ‘group factorists’3 ; 
this m ethod enables us to  assess quantitatively  the 
relative im portance of these various factors. I t  
appeared reasonable to  expect th a t an  application 
of th is m ethod to  the data  collected by Guilford 
would lead to  a  sim ilar compromise between those 
who claimed to  have proved the existence of a  general 
factor of intro version-extra version, and those who 
favoured analysis into group-factors only. W hen an 
analysis by  means of B u rt’s form ula was carried out, 
a com paratively strong general factor appeared which

accounted for 9-5 per cent of the  variance and could 
easily be identified w ith introversion-extraversion ; 
in addition, three group factors were ex tracted  which 
accounted for 3-9, 6-4, and 3-5 per cent of the variance 
respectively. These group factors resembled closely 
Guilford’s personality factors S, E  and  M .

(A sim ilar result appeared when another research 
of Guilford’s was re-analysed4. Here, because of a 
great deal of overlap, B u rt’s group-factor m ethod 
did not seem applicable, and his general-factor 
m ethod was used. A general in troversion-extra- 
version factor was found to account for 14-8 per 
cent of the  variance, while two other factors accounted 
for 8-7 per cent and 5-5 per cent respectively. The 
first of these factors opposed tra its  characteristic of 
depression and of w hat Guilford calls rathymia ; the 
second factor opposed tra its  concerned w ith thinking 
and tra its  concerned w ith feeling.)

The correlation between the  K  te s t and  ex tra
version, as tested  by those item s in  the Nebraska! 
Inventory  for which scores could be derived from our 
analysis, was highly significant, being more than  
five tim es its probable error. For fifty observers it was 
0-43 ±0-08. This confirms the results reported earlier.

Only one of the  correlations between the  K  
te s t and the  three group factors S, E, and M  even 
approaches significance (according to Fisher’s te s t of significance for small samples, a correlation of 0-27 
would be significant). These correlations are : K  and 
S =  — 0-26 ; K  and E  =  — 0-05 ; and K  and M  =  0-08.

The observers were asked w hether they  were con
servative or radical politically ; i t  was found th a t 
radicalism correlated w ith the K  test to  the extent of 
0-34±0-08, which is definitely significant, and  also 
supports a  previous finding1.

One further point m ay be w orth noting. Dr. P. E . 
Vernon, who had  quite independently found evidence 
for a factor of the kind described earlier1 found 
th a t those observers who had  ‘good ta s te ’ in painting 
tended to  prefer the m odern works, while the  others 
tended to  prefer the older artists. The observers in 
this experim ent were asked if they  were very  much 
interested in a rt, interested in a rt, or no t a t all in ter
ested in a rt. The average scores of these three 
groups in the  K  te s t were respectively 8 -8 , 5-9, and 
4-0, thus indicating th a t those who were very much 
interested in a r t  tended to prefer m odern a rt, and 
th a t lesser degrees of in terest in a r t  were accom
panied by  less liking for m odern a rt. I t  cannot be 
m aintained, of course, th a t those who say th a t they 
are very much interested in a r t  are eo ipso those who 
have good taste, bu t so far as we can deduce an y 
thing a t all from these results, they  would seem to  bear 
out Dr. Vernon’s observation.

Conclusions. I t  has been confirmed th a t the K  
tes t correlates positively w ith extraversion and with 
radicalism. No significant correlations were found 
w ith personality factors S, E  or M , although a 
negative correlation w ith S approached significance. 
Preference for m odern a r t  tended to be associated with 
general in terest in art.
1 Eysenck, H . J., B r i t .  J .  P s y c h o l ., 31, 262 (1941).
2 Guilford, J. P., and Guilford, R . B., J .  P s y c h o l . ,  2, 109 (1936).
3 Eysenck, H. J., B r i t .  J .  P A u c .  P s y c h o l . ,  9, 270 (1939).
‘ Guilford, J. P., and Guilford, R. B., J .  A b n .  S o c .  P s y c h o l . ,  34. 21-36 

(1939).
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RADIO TECHNIQUE IN SURGERY
A LTERNATING currents of radio frequency, 

while used very  largely for radio comm unica
tion, broadcasting and navigation, also find extensive 
application nowadays in the hands of the physician 
and  surgeon. D iatherm y trea tm en t by  means of 
high-frequency currents has long been practised by 
the  medical profession, but, more recently, other 
applications of radio technique have been developed. 
Two of these applications are referred to in consider
able detail in the September issue of the Wireless World.

The first is described in an  illustrated  article by 
A. W. Lay entitled “E lectrosurgery” , and  deals 
w ith the  use of a high-frequency arc for surgical 
operations. In  such an  operation the  high-frequency 
current passes between a specially shaped electrode 
held by the surgeon, and the  patient, who is efficiently 
earthed by  means of an  electrode of large area 
applied in close contact to a  smooth p a rt of the 
body. The cutting  effect depends upon the  intense 
concentration of heat in a m inute arc, which is struck 
and m aintained a t  a point of the operating electrode 
during the  course of the cu tting  stroke, which is 
controlled by  the  surgeon. An im portan t feature of 
the  use of this m ethod is th a t raising the tem perature 
o f the  blood to  about 40° C. accelerates its co
agulation and  so checks bleeding. A high degree of 
skill is necessary on the  p a rt of the  surgeon, as the 
active electrode m ust no t be allowed to  dwell a t 
any  point in  the  course of the  cut ; otherwise the 
resu ltan t clotting is too deep, the  tissue becomes 
charred and healing will no t follow or will be seriously 
delayed. Should the  electrode unavoidably sever a 
large blood-vessel, this m ay be closed by a  pair of 
special forceps, through which a more intense current m ay then  be passed to  stop the  bleeding.

The high-frequency energy required for cutting

operations in  general surgery varies from about 
30 to  80 w atts, and the critical cutting voltage is in 
the range 220-230 volts r .m .s . A t voltages above 
250 the arc is too fierce and then  there is a  tendency 
for the  divided tissue to become charred, which, 
as already mentioned, m ust be avoided. F u rther 
research is needed to determ ine the  exact process by 
which the heat disintegrates the molecular structure 
of the tis su e ; b u t if current of suitable value and 
character is applied, a  very clean cut is obtained and 
the healing compares very  well w ith the effects 
following the use of the  surgeon’s knife.

The second reference in the journal m entioned 
above, is a note referring to a communication in  the 
Lancet, describing a radio-frequency probe for 
locating m etallic particles, such as bullets and shell- 
splinters, in the  hum an body, an  instrum ent of 
obviously great u tility  a t the present tim e. A low- 
power radio frequency oscillator has a tuning coil 
fitted  into a  sterilizable porcelain probe, 1 0  cm. long 
and  1 cm. diam eter. I f  this coil approaches a metallic 
substance, such as a splinter, in the area of applica
tion, the inductance of the coil, and so the  frequency 
of the oscillator, will change. This frequency change 
is detected audibly by means of a second reference 
oscillator, and a  detector, amplifier and loud-speaker 
combination. The apparatus is in general equally 
sensitive to  all m etals, and  can detect quite small 
particles, b u t naturally  all m etal instrum ents within 
a certain radius m ust be removed while the  probe is 
in use.The same application of radio frequency currents 
has been used previously for detecting nails in 
tim ber and for o ther similar purposes, where the 
location of m etallic particles embedded in insulating 
m aterial is required.

POSTGLACIAL UPLIFT AND THE MOBILITY OF THE
EARTH’S INTERIOR

B GUTENBERG of the Pasadena Seismologica!
. Observatory, California, has recently completed 

a  study  of the above problem (“Changes in Sea 
Level, Postglacial U plift, and M obility of the E a rth ’s 
In terio r” , by  Beno Gutenberg, Bull. Oeol. Soc. Amer., 
52, 721-72 ; May 1, 1941). The author has examined 
carefully the  records of tide gauges throughout the 
world, and finds th a t these indicate th a t sea-level 
generally is rising a t  an average ra te  of about 1 0  cm. 
a century. In  particular, m aps have been constructed 
to  show the  ra te  of up lift in  Fennoscandia and 
N orth  America. A discussion of the new m aterial 
and historic evidence appears to indicate th a t the 
up lift is a consequence of isostatic readjustm ent of 
the equilibrium disturbed by  the postglacial melting 
of the ice. The rem aining uplift is about 200 m. 
in Fennoscandia and  possibly more in  N orth  America, 
where the  present ra te  of up lift has its m axim um  of 
about 2 m. per century  in the  region of H udson Bay. 
Simultaneously w ith  the  glaciation in Fennoscandia, 
the British Isles were covered by ice w ith a centre 
in the Hebrides where the  postglacial uplift exceeded 
30 m., decreasing tow ards Scotland ; the zero isobase 
for the recent m illennia intersects northern  Ireland

and northern  England. There is some indication 
th a t the zero isobase a t present lies south and west 
of Great Britain. Originally, the tim e needed to 
reduce the  defect in mass to one half under the 
regions of uplift was less than  10 ,0 0 0  years, bu t it  has 
been increasing w ith tim e and now exceeds 2 0 ,0 0 0  years.

Theoretical investigations on the  plastic flow in 
the interior of the earth  connected w ith the uplift 
have been critically discussed and extended by the 
author. According to  Gutenberg, the movements 
affect the whole interior of the earth  below the  regions 
of u p li f t ; the ir am plitudes decreasing slowly in the 
upper 1,000 km . I f  one assumes a strong lithosphere 
w ith a thickness of about 70 km ., and below th a t 
the asthenosphere w ith a viscosity of the  order of 
1 0 22 poises, and  b u t little  or no strength  to  prohibit 
plastic flow, there is no disagreement w ith observa
tions related to  isostasy or deep-focus earthquakes. 
Tectonic processes connected w ith isostatic anomalies 
larger than  those in the regions of postglacial uplift 
are judged to be connected w ith plastic flow a t least 
down to  the  core. Gutenberg suggests th a t defects 
of mass producing only relatively small gravity
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anomalies are able to  produce plastic flow if sufficient 
tim e is available. The lower lim it, below which the 
processes stop, is im portant. The Polfluchtkraft 
probably produces stresses of the order of one 
hundredth  of the stresses in Scandinavia s ta ted  to 
be large enough to  m aintain plastic flow. I f  the 
Polfluchtkraft is large enough to  m aintain  plastic 
flow, then  we should no t be surprised to see continents 
being shifted by subcrustal flow during the h istory 
of the  earth  under the action of such small hut 
persistent forces.

RESEARCH IN GEOPHYSICS

TH E  annual report of the  director of the D epart
m ent of T errestrial Magnetism of the Carnegie 

In stitu tion  of W ashington, published in December 
1940, is an  im portan t record of achievem ent carried 
out under difficulties caused by war. I t  describes the 
initiation of several fresh experim ental projects, the 
continuance of the  previous program m e of field 
observations, the  reduction of existing data, the 
organization of and partic ipation  in  several im portant 
congresses, and  the  publication of a large num ber of scientific papers.

W ith the  aid  of a  cascade high-pressure bomb, 
hydrostatic pressures in excess of 2 0 0 ,0 0 0  a tm o
spheres were a tta ined  a t  the  Geophysical Laboratory. 
This apparatus renders possible the  investigation of 
the magnetic properties of m aterials a t  pressures 
comparable w ith those actually  existing in  the ea rth ’s 
interior. F or a specimen of cadmium-magnesium- 
iron-spinel under a  pressure of 10 ,0 0 0  atmospheres, a 
shift in the Curie tem perature of as m uch as 5° C. 
was observed. These m easurem ents necessitated the 
development of an  alternating-current bridge capable 
of responding to  changes in inductance as small as 
1 / 1 0 10 henry.

One of the  outstanding problems in  atmospheric 
electricity arises in connexion w ith the  ‘supply 
curren t’, which in an  undeterm ined m anner supplies 
negative electricity to  the earth  a t  a  ra te  of about 
1,800 amperes, and so m aintains a negative charge on 
the surface in  fair-weather areas. The actual current 
flowing from  air to earth  in such areas depends to 
some ex ten t upon meteorological and o ther more or 
less local factors, which have to  be taken  into account 
in arriving a t  a measure of the supply current.

In  connexion w ith the  volcanological investiga
tions planned by  the  Institu tion , a series of earth  
resistivity  m easurem ents were carried ou t w ith the 
view of determ ining the  thickness of the  extensive 
deposits of volcanic ash occurring in Guatemala. 
D epths extending to  600 miles were recorded.

Laboratory  work in  nuclear physics centred around 
the high-voltage electrostatic generator, which was 
induced to yield tensions up to 3-6 million volts, 
and the  installation of a  60-in. cyclotron. Measure
m ents were m ade on the scattering  of slow and fast 
neutrons by collisions w ith protons, on the  resonance scattering of protons by helium nuclei, and  on the 
splitting of the  deuterium  nucleus into a proton and 
a neu tron  b y  high-energy gamm a radiation.

I t  is proposed to employ the cyclotron* when com
pleted, in connexion w ith work of a  biological and 
chemical character, utilizing the radioactive isotopes 
of ordinary elem ents as tracers for following various 
reactions. A scheme for the  adequate shielding of 
those operating the  cyclotron from  the  powerful 
radiations generated by  it  has been worked out.

F O R T H C O M IN G  EVENTS
[■M e e t i n g  m a r k e d  w ith  a n  a s te r is k  i s  o p e n  to  th e  p u b l i c .] 

FR ID A Y, SEPTEMBER 26
British Society for International Bibliography (at the Institu

tion o f Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place, London, W.C.2), at 2 p.m. 
— Joint Discussion with the Library Association and the Association 
o f Special Libraries and Information Bureaux on “ The Preparation 
o f  Indexes to Volumes o f  Periodicals”  (Opener : Dr. S. C. Bradford), 
and “ Listing Titles o f  Periodical Publications”  (Opener : Mr. E. 
Lancaster-J ones).

FRIDAY-SU N D AY, SEPTEMBER 26-28 
British Association for the Advancement of Science (at the 

Royal Institution, Albemarle Street, London, W .l).— Discussion on 
“ Science and World Order” .*

FRID AY, SEPTEMBER 26
Morning Session : “ Science in Government”  (Chairman : Sir Richard 

Gregory, Bart., F.R.S.). Afternoon Session: “ Science and Human 
Needs”  (Chairman : Hon. J. G. Winant).

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 27
Morning Session: “ Science and World Planning”  (Chairman:

Mr. I. M. Maisky). Afternoon Session : “ Science and Technological 
Advance”  (Chairman : Dr. E. Benes).

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
Morning Session: “ Science and Post-War Relief”  (Chairman r 

Dr. Wellington Koo). Afternoon Session : “ Science and the World 
Mind”  (Chairman : Mr. H. G. Wells).

A P P O IN TM E N TS V A C A N T
Applications are invited for the following appointments on or 

before the dates mentioned :
Lecturer in Pharmaceutical Subjects, and a Demonstrator 

in  Pharmaceutics— The Principal, College o f  Technology and Com
merce, Leicester (September 27).

Assistant Lecturer in Pharmaceutical Chemistry— The Regi
strar, University College, Nottingham (September 29).

Lecturer in Electrical Engineering and Allied Subjects—  
The Principal, County Technical College, Worksop, Notts. (September 
30).

Senior Lecturer (Male) in Education— The Principal, Training 
College for Teachers, Collegiate Crescent, Sheffield (September 30).

Chief Instructor with experience as Head o f  Engineering Branch 
o f Technical Education, a Specialist in Physics, and two Senior 
and two Junior Lecturers who should be Physicists or Specialists 
in Mechanical Engineering, for the training o f  Ordnance Mechanical 
Engineers in India— The Secretary, Military Department, India 
Office, London, S .W .l (October 1).

Headmaster o f Stockport Grammar School— The Clerk to the 
Governors, Stockport Grammar School, Mile End, Stockport (October 
15).

Lecturer in Engineering Subjects in the Rotherham College 
o f  Technology and Art— The Director o f  Education, Education Offices, 
Rotherham.

REPORTS A N D  OTH ER  
P U BLICATIO N S

{ n o t  in c lu d e d  i n  th e  m o n th l y  B o o k s  S u p p le m e n t )

Great Britain and Ireland
Department o f  Scientific and Industrial Research : Road Research 

Laboratory. Wartime Road Note No. 1 : Recommendations for Tar 
Carpets arid Surface Dressings. Pp. 12. 6d. net. Wartime Road Note 
No. 2 : Sources o f  Naturally-coloured Chippings in Great Britain. 
Pp. 14. 6tf. net. (London : H.M. Stationery Office.) [99

Other Countries
Universidad Nacional de La Plata. Publicaciones de la Facultad 

de Ciencias Fisicomatematicas. No. 137 : Cuarta Reunion Anual de 
Caminos, Vol. 1. Pp. 350. No. 138 : Cuarta Reunion Anual de Caminos, 
Yol. 2. Pp. 300. (La Plata : Universidad Nacional de La Plata.) [278

National Research Council o f  Canada. Review o f Activities for the 
Year ended March 1940. (N.R.C. No. 976.) Pp. 155. (Ottawa :
National Research Council o f  Canada.) 75 cents. [278
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